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ABSTRACT

The improvement of the performance of the sola¡ Domestic Hot water (sDnw)

systems by the use of stratified liquid storage is well established. In addition, rhe

advantage of using a thermosyphon sDFIW system in remote areas is obvious in that

there is no need of power supplies.

The purpose of this thesis was aimed at improving the degree of stratification in the

liquid storage of a SDFIW system applying thermosyphon principles.

A number of perforated baffles were mounted, horizontally, inside the liquid storage

tank. The performance characteristics, e.g., thermosyphon mass flow rate, mean storage

temperâture, venical storage tank temperature profile changes, collecto¡ inleVoutlet

temperatures, degree of sratification, and collector efficiency were investigated and

compared to these characteristics of a conventional SDFIW storage system without

baffles' The experimental results from both sDFrw systems were compared to simulated

results a¡d good agreement was obtained.

However, the results showed that the horizontal perforated baffles mounted inside rhe

liquid storage tank did not improve the degree of sratification. Because the perforated

baffles themselves promoted mixing conditions in the storage tank.

Finally' the use of different shapes and arangements of the baffle should be

investigated to determine thei¡ effects on stratification.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Cross-sectional Area ( m2 ¡

As Collector Absorption Area ( m2 )

C1 , C2 Constance Values

Cb Bond Thermal Conductance ( W/mz ,K )

C Thermal Capacitance ( J/K )

cp Specific Heat ( J/kg.K )

D Outside Diameter of The Tubes on Collector ( m )

d Piping Tube Diamater ( m )

f Friction Factor ( dimensionless )

F Fin Eff,rciency ( dimensionless )

FR Collector Heat Removal Factor ( dimensionless )

F Collector Efhciency Factor ( dimensionless )

F Collector Flow Factor ( dimensionless )

g Cravitational Acceleration ( m/s2 ;

G Instantaneous Solar Intensity ( Wmz ¡

h Height ( m)

^H 
Total Hydrostatic Pressure ( Pa )

I Hourly Solar Intensity ( Wm2. hr ¡

k Thermal Conductance ( Wm.K )

K Resistance Coefficient ( dimensionless )

I Distance between points along collector surface used in Equation 4.9 ( m )

L tængth of Collector ( m )

m Mass (kg )

m Mass Flow Rate ( kg/s )

n Number of Tubes in Collector

NRe Reynold's Number ( dimensionless )



a Heat Delivery ( J )

. R Ratio of Solar Intensity on tilted surface to on horizontal

surface ( dimensionless )

S Solar Energy Absorption on Collector Surface ( J )
:' t Time(s)
: T Temperature f "C,f ;

U Overall Heat Loss Coefficient ( V//m2 X )

v Velocity ( m/s )

W Distance between Tubes on Collector Surface ( m )

x Distance on Collector Surface in Crossectional Direction ( m )

Äx,ay Unit Length in X, y Direction (m )

. y Distance aiong Collector Surface ( m )

Z Distance along Collector Surface used in Equation 4.g ( m )

:

. 
Greek Symbols

, 
o Thermal Absorptivity

: p Tilted Angle ( degree )
:

: P Reflectance

' tr Transmittance

r1 Efficiency

õ Fin Thickness ( m )

: V Modified Temperarure
:

i ^t Bond everage Thickness
j

. E Summation Sign

P DensitY ( kg/m3 ¡



Subscripts

b beam

c collector

d diffuse

f fluid

g ground

L loss

m mean value

n new value

o at outlet position

p on collector plate

T total value

u useful value

1,2,3,... at point 1,2,3,...



Chapter 1

Introduction

computer simulations have shown that thermal stratification in liquid storage tanks

greatly increases the calculated efficiency of solar Domestic Hot water (sDrrw)

systems [1]. In panicular at low flow rates, Wuestling er at. [2] found that with a

perfectly stratified storage (no mixing takes place) the collected energy was inc¡eased

37 Vo relative to a fully mixed storage.

The perfectly stratihed liquid storage model assumes the tank to consist of a number

of uniform temperature layers of liquid. The interfaces of these isothermal regions move

up and down in the tank as cold water or hot water a¡e introduced into the tank. In the

perfectly stratified case it is also assumed that the incoming water will automatically,

without mixing, find its way into the correct location in the ta¡k to keep the tempe¡ature

uniform. The¡efore, in the perfecrly seatified model it is assumed that there is no mixing

due to buoyancy or turbulence.

In a ¡eal liquid storage tank, however, mixing will occur. Hollands et al. [3] have

¡eviewed some of the mechanisms which tend to cause mixing in the tank and the

departure from the perfectly stratified condition. pluming was identified as an important

effect. The pluming occurs when the liquid entering the tanl< near the top is cooler than

the liquid at the top of the tank, The higher density causes a downwa¡d-flow and a plume

forms, entraining the sürrounding water and hence introducing rnixing into the tank.

Therefore, the¡e have been several investigations to establish perfectly sratified

conditions in liquid storage by introducing different techniques, for instance, using, a

floating inlet, or a vertical porous inlet manifold. The purposes of these techniques were

to avoid mixing conditions caused by the pluming effect, and momentum effects

occuring at inlet pons. warmer water resulting from the use of improved solar collector
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designs, such as a vacuum flat-plate collector or a semi-concentrator collecto¡ also

reduces pluming effects.

The buoyancy force is due to the combined effect of the fluid density gradient and

gravitational body forces. Free convection fluid motion is due to the buoyancy force

within the fluid, whereas in forced convection it is created by an imposed extemal force.

A buoyancy force occurs when the temperatue of liquid in lower layers is higher than

the temperatue of the liquid in the upper layers. The dense Iiquid (in the upper layer)

moves down due to the gravitational force and replaces the warmer liquid causing

convective cuÍents. Therefore, the storage becomes unstable and fluid mixing occurs.

The purpose of this investigarion was aimed at reducing the mixing by using

horizontal baffles mounted inside a storage tank in order to reduce the mixing effects of

the buoyancy force and pluming. Also, in this investigation the effect of temperature

distribution in the storage tank at the sta¡ting time on the system performance was

studied.

The ¡esults from the presenr investigation show that by using horizontal baffles

mounted inside a liquid storage tank there is a decrease in the system performance,

because the baffles themselves promote turbulent flow conditions inside the tanJ< causing

mixing. In addition, this investigation demonstrates that by using.a stratified temperature

distribution condition in the liquid storage tank at the starting time better system

performance is obtained compared to a uniform temperature disribution cond"ition at the

start.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Thermosyphon (Natural Circutation) System.

ci¡culation in a solar water heating system such as that shown in Fig.2.1 occurs when

the collector fluid is heated sufficiently to establish a densiry difference between the fluid

in the collector and the fluid in the storage tank. As the sun heats the collecto¡, the hot

fluid inside the flow passage rises by natural convection and the colder wate¡ in the

storage tank flows down to the collector by gravity. The circulation automatically stops

during insufficient insolation when the upward buoyancy force in the collector is unable

to overcome the fluid f¡iction losses in the system.

The density difference, that causes the buoyancy force, is a function of the

temperature difference. The thermosyphon flow rate is then a function of the useful hea¡

gain of the collector which produces that temperature difference. under these

circumstances, the system is self-adjusting, with an increasing heat gain leading to

increasing flow rate through the system [4].

No pumps or controllers are required for thermosyphon system operation. The storage

tank must be above the collector so that the cold fluid in the dowñ comer causes the fluid

warmed by the collector to rise. If the storage tank was below the collector no flow

would occur during the day and the collector would chill the fluid at night causing a

reversal of flow [5,6].

There are several advantages in using a thermosyphon sola¡ water heating system.

First, the main advantage is that the system is totally autonomous requiring no electricity

to n¡n pumps or controllers. This may lead to a widespread use of this system in remote

locations. second, the system is inexpensive. Third, the system is not complicated as it is

easy to install and maintain.
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The system has some disadvantages, for instance, the unsteady flow ¡ate leads to

uncertainty in the amount of energy collected. other factors that make it difficult to
predict performance a¡e the variable of sola¡ intensity and surround.ing cond.itions, etc.

To overcome some of the disadvantages, there have been many invesrigations of

thermosyphon systems in order to gain understanding of the system's dynamic behavior.

The studies we¡e aimed at improving the system performance by using different

techniques. For instance, it has been found that the use of stratified solar water storage is

one of the most effective means of improving system efficiency.

The objective of this chapter is to review studies that other investigato¡s have done

on solar thermosyphon systems and review the effects of stratified storage on the

performance enhancement of sola¡ water heating systems. section 2.2 covers the works

that deal with thermosyphon systems and section 2.3 explains sDF*v system

performance enhancement by stratification.

2.2 Studies on Thermosyphon SDHW Systems.

Accurate predictions of system behavior and of performance cha¡acteristics for

thermosyphon sDFrw systems are important. The abitity, given environmental resources

data for a special locâtion and system configuration parameters, to predict the behavior

and performance will aid users in selecting the most cost effective sDFrw system for

their locations and hot water use cycles. The development of predictive models ca¡ aid in

optimizing system designs. The following paragraphs review papers that ¡elate to the

studies of thermosyphon SDIfW systems.

close [7] was rhe firsr investigator of thermosyphon sDFIW systems who analysed

the ci¡culation rate. He compared computed and experimental results of inlet a¡d outlet

collector temperatures. The results confrmed the suggestion that a temperature rise

ac¡oss the collector of approximately lOoC was representative of these systems.
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DeSa [8] considered the entire water heating system by equating the incident energy

¡eceived to the sum of heat losses f¡om the system and the heat gained by the water. He

predicted temperatue variation thoughout the day. The results did not show good

ag¡eement with measurments made during diffuse radiation and scattered cloud ¡eflection

periods. But he recommened that it was possible to predict the temperatute rise of water

in the system under unsteady operating conditions.

Gupta and Garg [9j created a computer model for predicting the thermal performance

of SDFIW employing natural ci¡culation. The ideal condition of no d¡ain-off during the

day was assumed. Clear and/or cloudy sky conditions were handled by the program.

Results were as follows:

- flow rate was dependant on the distance between the tank

bottom a¡d the collector top, but this difference did not

effect the mean storage temperattrre,

- for clea¡ sky conditions, the temperature rise though the

collector was constant,

- decreasing the distance between the tank bottom and the

tank outlet led to higher mean storage temperatue,

- mean storage temperature was not dependant on the piping

diameter,

- rhermosyphon flow rate depended on piping diamerer,

- there was a slight increase in the mean storage temperature

with an increasing value of length+o-width ratio of the

collector,

- for a fixed tank capacity, a slight increase in the mean

stofage temperature was noticed with an increasing

height-to-diameter ratio of the storage tank.



ong [10] presented a mathematical model that followed closely the analyses of close,

and Gupta and Garg. He assumed that the mean temperatures in each component

(collector, storage tank, and connecting piping) were equal. His work was significantly

differenct from the others in his solution procedure. He used a finite-difference solution

to eva-luate the theoretical performance of a thermosyphon system. The results were as

follows:

- the mean fluid temperatures in the collector, the storage tank,

and the connecting piping were not equal,

- the thermosyphon flow rate varied with solar intensity.

Two years later, Ong [11] improved his previous work [10] by assuming that the mean

storage tempefatures of each component were not equal. The thermosyphon performance

was evaluated from the temperature distribution of the whole system. The work showed

good correlation between predicted a¡d measured results. He also showed that the

tempe¡ature profile in the storage tank \,vas not linear.

Klein et al. [12] created a general simulation program, namely, TRNSyS, in order to

simulate the water heating system operating with natural ci¡culation (see Fig.2.2). The

simulation of the water heating system was developed by interconnecting mathematical

models of each of the system components, such as, the collector, the heat exchanger, and

the storage tank.

The TRNSYS simulation p¡ogram served two distinct purposes. Fkst, the program

provided the means of analyzing the dynamic performance of the system (on a short+ime

scale). Analyses of this type were useful, for example, to investigate the effects of

various control sEategies and to gain an understa¡ding of the dynamic behavior of the

system, Other simulations were used (on a long-time scale) directly as a design tool.

Even the smallest flow restriction placed in the flow lines to measure flow, could

drastically ¡educe the flow rate and change the hydrodynamic behavior of the system.
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Therefore, some investigators try to measure thermosyphon flow rate by using indirect

methods without interfering with the flow.

Morrison and Ranatunga [13] predicted thermosyphon flow rate in solar collectors and

compared the results with experimental measuremants obtain using a laser doppler

anemometer. The results showed substantial diffe¡ences between pred.icted and measured

values due to inadequate analysis of thermosyphon flow. However, it was felt that the

results were useful since the predicted and measured values behaved similarly showing

that it was possible to use an indirect method to determine thermosyphon flow ¡ate.

Another interestirg study on thermosyphon systems was reported by young and

Bergquam [14]. They studied the effect of system characteristics on performance, i.e.,

collector inlet and outlet temperatures, thermosyphon flow rate, and storage temperature

profile changes. The practical configuration a¡d sizes of components simulated real

conditions. The system characteristics were similar to systems of other investigators but

in Young and Bergquam's wo¡k an indirect experimental method, using the system

temperature distribution, was introduced to evaluate the thermos¡phon flow ¡ate. The

¡esults of the indirect experimental method were verified by comparison to measurements

taken with a turbine flow meter. The two methods showed very good agreement.

2.3 sDHw system Performance Enhancement versus strafifìcation.
Recently studies have shown that thermal sratification in the solar energy storage

tank of a liquid-based system can produce a significant increase in system efficiency for

two reasons. Fi$t, rhe collector is supplied with the cooler fluid at the base of the storage

tank and thus the collector efficiency is increased. second, the warmer \,vater supplied to

the load is drawn from rhe warmer fluid at the top of the storage tank, which decreases

the auxiliary power requirements.

There have been several investigators who have studied the behavior of SDHW

systems with sratified storage in order to optimize the use of stratification. This section

is devoted to the studies which show how the thermal sEatification develops.



Cabelli [15] studied, numerically, a two-dimensional model of fluid motion in a

stratified storage tank. Results from the two-dimensional model were compared with

other results from a simple one-dimensional model in the vertical di¡ection. The

discrepancy between the two models was small. He suggested that because of the

buoyancy effect the fluid was thermally stratified and temperature could be predicted

with reasonable accuracy using a simple vertical one-dimensional solution,

Sharp and Loehrke [16] studied theoretically the potential benefits of thermal

stratification by comparing the predicted performance of a system using stratified storage

with that of the same system using well-mixed storage. They suggested rhat improved

performance would result if stratification could be achieved in the storage tank. The

magnitude of the improvement depended strongly on cenain design parameters, the most

imponant of which were collector efficiency, mass flow rate, and tank capacity. Results

showed that (1) increasing the mâss flow rate promoted mixing in the storage,

(2)increasing the tank height-to-diameter ratio for a fixed tank capacity would improve

the stratification due to the reduction of the effects of wall conduction in the venical

direction.

l¡ehrke et al. [17] used the technique to introduce a fluid into a storage tank

containing a stratified fluid in a manner to enhance the thermal stratification. The

technique used a venical, porous inlet manifold that was designed to remove the

momentum of incoming fluid and thus inhibit mixing, Funhermore, a flexible, porous

manifold was recommened instead of a rigid porous manifold which showed signiflrcant

improvement,

Young and Baughn [18] investigated, numerically and experimentally, the rhermal

behavior of stratification in a horizontal storage tank. Results showed that axial

temperature g¡adients were negligible compared to venical temperature gradients.

Consequently, a one-dimensional treatment was an adequate approximation.
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Considerable mixing in the storage tank (at the top and the bottom) wete noted when

inlet and outlet diffusers were not used.

Veltkamp [19] studied stratified storage behavior using a one-dimensional model, i.e.,

the temperature was depended on only one direction, i.e., elevation. Results showed that

(1) by using a floating inlet, a high degree of stratification could be achieved, and (2) a

system with a vacuum collector performed up to 20 percent better than a conventional

collector because of less heat loss from collector to surroundings,

Jaluria and Gupu [20] studied experimentally the di¡ectional dependence in a

thermally stratified water body. Results indicated that rhe temperature distribution was

largely one dimensional, with va¡iation in the vertical direction only. Like other

investigators, he pointed out that it was possible to consider only simple one-dimensional

temperature profiles without loss in accuracy.

Phillips and Dave [21] studied the effects of strarificarion on the performance of

liquid-based solar water heating systems. Results were represented in terms of a

stratification coeffìcient which was defined as the ratio of the actual useful energy to the

energy gain that would be achieved in a full-mixed storage. The results showed that (1)

for practical solar water heating systems, with insulation equivalent to 3 cm or more of

glass-wool, the stratifìcation is independant to tank insulation, and (2) well designed

systems, with inlet diffusers, gave more accu¡ate p¡edicted results.

Jesch and Braun [22] improved \ ater heater performance by using rhe solar intensity

to control the flow rate with stratif,ied storage. using low and variable flow rates and

variable volume storage significantly improved system performance. Results showed that

the delivered ene¡gy was as much as 25 percent more than for fixed volume flows and

full-mixed storage systems. Results also showed that the system, when operated with

thermosyphon flows, had greater relative improvement compared to the low-flow rate.



Briggs and Ferguson [23] studied the effectiveness of control strategies to improve

system efficiency. They confrmed that reducing the inlet flow ¡ate improved system

performance.

Kenneth Rush [24] studied sr¡arified storage tanks for SDFrw sysrems. No load

conditions were assumed. He found that with sufficient sunshine, the top 3/4 of the

storage tark reached a uniform high temperature and then tank mixing ensued with

gradually increased uniform temperatue as shown in Fig.2.3.

Den Braven [25] derived the temperature distribution for the liquid storage in a

sDlrw system using an analytical method. A one-dimensional model was assumed in the

venical di¡ection. The results showed that; (1) to achieve a well stratif,red storâge, a thin

wall should be used to reduce the thermal capacity of the tank body, (2) the water inlet to

the collector should be taken from the bottom of the storage ta¡k, and (3) the vertical

mixing due to buoyancy forces destroyed the temperature gradient.

shyu and Hsieh [26] studied unsteady natural convection in enclosures with a

stratified medium in three different tank configurations, i.e., without insulation,

insulation placed over the interior of the ta¡k wall, and insulation placed over the exterior

of the tank wall. Results showed that the tank with the interior insulation was the best

system to maintain the stratification

The thermosyphon systems studied in section 2.2 can be summarized as follows:

(1) the fluid temperature rise from inlet to outlet

through the collector is constånt,

(2) the thermosyphon flow rate va¡ies with insolation,

(3) the thermosyphon flow rate varies with the dista¡ce

between tank bonom and collector top,

(4) the flow rate depends on piping diameter,

(5) the mean storage temperature does not vary with the

distance between the tank bonom and collector top,
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Fig.2.3 Ilourly tcnìpcrâturc ¡rrolilc chlngcs of :r typical Íhcrmosyphon SDIIW

system on a sutrny day. From Rush,
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(6) the mean storage temperature varies with inc¡ease in

the distance between the tank bottom and the tank

oudet port,

(7) the mean sto¡age temperau¡e does not vary with piping

diameter,

(8) there is a slight increase in mean storage

temperature with increasing length_width ratio of

the collector,

(9) the¡e is a slight increase in mean storage

temperature with increasing height_diameter ratio

of the storage tank,

(10) the mean temperatures of the collector, the connecting

piping, and the storage tank are not equal, and

(1 1) the temperature profile in the storage tank is

not linear.

In section 2.3, the studies also indicate that súatification enhancement has the

following characteristics:

(1) a simple one-dimensional model can be used to

predict, with reasonable accuracy, the temperature

profile in the storage unit of a SDFIW system,

(2) an increasing mass flow rate disturbs rhe

stratification,

(3) an increasing height-diameter ratio of the fixed

storage tank capacity can improve stratification,

(4) an improved stratificarion is acheived by using a vertical,

porous inlet manifold,

(5) a high degree of stratification is obtained by using



t5

a floating inler,

(6) an improved system performance of up to 20 percent occured

by using a vacuum collector,

(7) for conventional hot water stomge tank the

stratAcation is independent of exterior insulation,

(8) using a low and variable flow rate improves stratification

and performance,

(9) the use of thin wall tanks improves stratification,

(10) taking the water from the bottom of the tank improves

súatification, and

(1 1) better srrariflcarion is obtained by using interior

insulation in the storage ta¡k rather than using

exterior insulation.

The subject of stratification, as a mea¡s of improving system performance, has been

¡eviewed in section 2.3 Most investigators studied the effects of stratificâtion on active

SDIIW systems whereas only a few investigators studied the effects on thermosyphon

SDFIW systems. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to investigate experimentally

the effects of stratified liquid storage on the performance of thermosyphon SDFIW

systems.



Chapter 3

Flat.Plate Collectors and Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems.

In sola¡ domestic hot water (sDHw) systems, the two most imponant components

a¡e a sola¡ energy absorbing unit and a heat storage unit, generally a flat-plate solar

collector, and a hot water ta¡k. The objective of this chapter is to provide the theoretical

design on performance details of flat-plate solar energy collectors and sDlrw storage

systems which are important for a basic understanding of the behavior of a system and

for calculating the energy collected. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are devoted to flat-plate solar

energy collector design details and SDFIW systems, respectively.

3.1 Flat-Plate Solar Collectors.

A solar energy collector is a special type of heat exchanger. The absorber plate

t¡ansfo¡ms the solar ¡adiation energy into heat. A solar energy collector differs in several

respects from a more conventional heat excha¡ger. The laner only accomplishes a fluid-

to-fluid heat exchange with high heat transfer rates. In the sola¡ energy collector, the

energy is collected and transferred to a fluid by a heat exchange surface. without optical

concentration, the flux of incident radiation is not greater than l l00 Wni and is variable

[4]. Thus, the design of a flat-plate solar energy collector presents unique problems of

transforming low a¡d variable energy input fluxes into heat and transferring it into a

fluid.

cenerally, a commercial flat-plate solar energy collector can be designed for

applications requiring energy delivery ar moderare temperatures, up to perhaps 100oc [4].

Flat-plate solar collectors use both beam a¡d diffuse sola¡ radiation, tracking of the sun is

not necessary and they require little maintenance. Flat- plate collectors are mechanically

simpler than concentrating collectors. The major applications of these collectors cunently



a¡e for DIrw and space heating, but the potential uses include building cooling and

industial process heat.

The objective of this section is to deal primarily with the theory of fiat-plate solar

collectors and the basic design concepts. These will develop an understanding of the

component functions and expressions for collector performance.

3.1.1 General Description of FIat-plate Collectors.

The important parts of a tlpical flat-plate sola¡ collector as shown in Fig.3.l are: the

"black" sola¡ energy absorbing surface with a means for eansferring the absorbed energy

to a fluid, the cover which is transparent to solar radiation and opaque to infrared thermal

radiation and covers the black surface in order to reduce convection and reradiation

losses to the atmosphere, and the back insulation which reduces conduction losses to the

surroundings.

3.1..2 Transmittance-Absorptance product.

For the analysis of a flat-prate solar energy colrector, it is necessary to evaruate the

transmitance- absorptance product ( to ). some of the radiation passing through the cover

system and striking the absorbing plate is reflected back to the cover system. However,

all of this reflected radiation is not lost since most is reflected back to the abso¡bing plate

again.

The situation is illustrated in Fig.3.2, where t is the transmitance of the cover system

and q is the absorptance of the absorber plate. A ts portion of the incident energy is

abso¡bed by the absorber plate and a ( r-ø ) r portion is reflected back to the cover

system. The reflection f¡om the absorber plate is assumed to be diffuse (and unpolarized)

so that the fraction ( 1-o ) r thar strikes the cover plate is diffuse radiation and ( 1-cr )rp¿
portion is ¡eflected back to the absorber plate. The symboi p¿ refers to reflectance of the

cover system for diffuse radiation incident on the bottom side. The multiple reflections of
diffuse radiation continue so that the energy ultimately absorbed is



Fig.3.1 (a) Cross section of basic flat.plate collector.

(b) Construction details of a comme¡cial flat.ptate liquid heater,

From Duffie, J.A. and Beckman, W,A,
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Fig.3.2 Absorption ofsolar radiation at absorber plate.

From Dufl'ie, J.A. and Beckman, W.A.



(.îì.0 =roj [rt-ol*l: ---fåi¡, (3.r)

It is reasonable to use an approximate value of ûe transmittance-absorptance product.

Equation 3.2 can be used as a close approximation to Equation 3. 1 [4].

(1c), = 1.01 (rø). (3.2)
¡ppfû\.

3.1.3 Solar Energy Absorption.

The prediction of collector performance requires information on the solar energy

absorbed by the collector absorber plate. when solar radiation is incident on a tilted

collector, tÌ¡e radiation has three different spatial distributions, namely, beam radiadon,

diffuse sky radiarion, and diffuse ground-reflected ¡ad.iarion. Each must be Eeated

separately. On an hourly basis the absorbed radiadon (S) is,

S = IuR¡ (10)b + Id itcr;o (1 + cosB)

2

+ p, (tu + Ia) (tcr)e (t - cosÊ) (3.3)
--- 2- '

where S = sola¡ energy absorbed by the absorbing plate,

I = hou¡ly sola¡ radiadon intensity,

Rb = ratio of the beam radiation on the tilted surface to that

on the horizontal su¡face,

.tg = tra¡smittance_absorpønce product,

P = reflectance,

Þ = tilt angle of collector to the horizontal.

The quantities (l+cosB )/2 and (l-cosp )12 a¡e vtew (confriguration) factors from

collector to sky and from collector to ground, respectively.



sometimes it is convenient to define an average transmittance-absorpance product as

the ratio of the absorbed sola¡ ra,tiation (s) to the total incident solar radiation (Ir) as in

Equation 3.4.

S = (to)""". I¡, (3.4)

This is especially convenient when di¡ect measu¡ements a¡e available for total sola¡

radiation. This approximation is often made in estimating s from existing data which is

measured on a horizontal surface (I6 and I.¡ ) as in the general calculadon procedure for

sola¡ collector performance. The method works best when the beam rad"iation is high.

The contribution of the diffuse sky and ground ¡eflected radiarion will then be relatively

low so that ( to )¿ and ( to ), can be approximated by ( ta )g with little error [4].

3.1.4 Collector Overall Heat Loss Coefäcient.

It is useful to develop the concept of an overall heat loss coefficient for a solar energy

collector. To simplify the mathematics the electrical analogy of the therma.l network as

shown for the one-cover system shown in Fig.3.3 may be used. At a rypical location on

the plate where the temperature is Tp, S is the absorbed sola¡ rad.iation on the absorber

plate shown in section 3.1.3. This absorbed energy s is distributed to thermal losses via

the top and the bottom, and to the useful energy gained (eu) by the working fìuid. The

purpose of this section is to conven the thermal network of Fig.3.3 to the equivalent

thermal network in Fig.3.4. In Fig.3.3 and 3.4,

hr,p-c = the heat transfer coefficient for

radiation between the plate and the cover,

hc,p-c = the heat tra¡sfer coefhcient for

convection between the plate and ûre

cover,

hr,c-a = the heat transfer coeff,rcient fo¡
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Fig.3.3 Thermal netrvork of a one.cover fìat.plate collector,
(a) In terms of conduction, conveclion, and radiation.
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radiation beween the cover and the

ambient ai¡,

hc,c-a = the heat tra¡sfer coefficient for convection: .* =i::::::::ï:,i::î:*-'
insulation between the plaæ and the

back of the collector,

hr,b-a = the heat transfer coefficient for

radiation between the back and the ambient

air'

. hc,b_a = the heat tra¡sfer coefficient for

: conve¿tion between the back and the

, ambient air,

Rl = 1/(hr+ hc)p+,

, R2 = \/(fu + hc)c_a,
:

i n3 = ax¡k,

: R4 = l/(hr + |c)b-a,
:

j Ta = the ambient ai¡ temperature,
: Tc = temperature of the cover systenl

Tp = temperatu¡e of the absorber plate.

To evaluaete U , Fig.3.3(b) was modified as shown in Fig.3.5. Thus, the toral rhermal

: resistance (R ) between the absorber plate and the ambient surroundings is as follows
.

where U, = 1/R-:
:

ì,111
U' = -! 

- 

- ¡/?{\- R1 R¡ + R2 R: + Rq \Y¡Y,



Fig,3,5 Modified equivalent thermat network of Fig,l,3 (b),



The total heat loss f¡om tïe absorber plate to the ambient surroundings via the top and

the bottom (neglecting the side) of the plate is

9,i At ut crP - T")' (3.6)

3.1.5 The Basic Flat-Plate Energy Balance Equation.

At steady state the performance of a sola¡ energy collector can be determined by an

energy balance, whereby the incident solar energy is devided into useful energy gain,

optical loss, and thermal loss. The sola¡ radiation absorbed by rhe collector (S) is equal to

the difference between the incident sola¡ radiation and the optical loss and is defrned by

Equation 3.3 and3.4. The thermal energy lost per unit area of collector surface from the

collector to surroundings by conduction, convection, a¡d radiation can be represented by

the overall heat loss coefficient (U,- ) times the difference between the mean absorbe¡

plate temperature (Tp,m) a¡d the ambient temp€Fature (TÐ. Ar steady state the useful

energy ouÞut of a collector is then the difference between the absorbed sola¡ radiation

and the thermal losses. Mathemaúcally, the useful energy is given by,

Qu = Ac [S - Ur (Tp'" - TJ], G;7)

The problem with this equation is that the mea¡ absorber plate temperature cannot be

calculated directly since it is a function of collector design, the incident sola¡ radiation,

and the entering fluid conditions. It is useful io reformulate Equation 3.7 so that the

useful energy can be expressed in terms of the fluid inlet temperature of the fluid and a

parameter ca.lled the collecto¡ heat removal factor (F*) which ca¡ be evaluated from basic

principles or measu¡ed experimentally.



A measu¡e of collector performance is the collector efficiency ( r¡ ) defined as the

ratio of the useful energy gain, over some specified period, to the incident solar energy

over the same time period.

J erdt
n= ;æ+

where Q is an instanta¡eous solar intensity.

(3.8)

3.1.6 Temperature Distribution Between Tubes and The Collector

Efiïcientcy Factor

The tempera$re distribution between two tubes can be derived if it can be

temporarily assumed that the temperature gradient in the flow direction is negligible [4].

Consider the sheet-tuþ configuration shown in Fig.3.6. The distance berween the rubes

is W, the tube diameter is D, a¡d the sheet is thin with a thickness y. Because the sheet

material is a good conductor, tle temperature g¡adient through the sheet is negligible. It

will be assumed that the sheet above the bond is at some locaì base temperature, T6. The

region between the centerline separating the tube a¡d the tube base ca¡ then b€

considered as a classical fin problem.

The fin, shown in Fig.3.7(a), is of length (W - D)/2. An elemenral region of width ax

and unit length in flow dire¡tion is shown in Fig.3.7(b). An energy balance on this

element yields
¡

l- (-KôdDt = o
x dx ¡*¿,

(3.e)

where S is the absorbed solar energy deñned by Equarion 3.4. Dividing tlrough by ax

and frnding the limit as Áx approaces zero yields

SAx + UrÅx (Ta - T) + CKô dÐ
dx

d2r _ urit-r"-!.'l
dx, - kôt ULJ'

(3.10)



Fig.3.6 Sheet and Tube Dimensions
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Fig.3.7 Energy Balance on Fin Element
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The two boundary condi¡ions necessary to solve this second-order d.ifferential equation

are symmetry at the centerline and k¡own root temperatrue;

dTl =o Tl =Tu. (3.1r)dx x=O x= W_d)/2

Let m¿= U¡/kô and V = T - Ta - s/Ur- , Equation 3.10 becomes

d1v-m2ìy = o (3.12)
ðK2

which has the boundary cond.itions

$Y,l;o ' *i= (w-ü/; ro-r"-ùi (3.r3)

The general soluúon is then

V = Crsinh mx + C2 cosh mx. (3.14)

The constant C1 and C2 can be found by substituting the boundary conditions,

Equation 3.13, i¡to the general solution. The result is

T-T"- qUL cosh mx-4;-;--- (3.15)r¡-r"_ì cosh m (W-D)/2
Ur

The energy conducted to the region of úe tube per unit of lengtrr in the flow di¡ecdon

ca¡ now be found by evaluating Fou¡ier's law at the fin base

d* = -kôdrl
O< x= (W_D)/2

= kQptS-U, (ru-T.)l tanh m (w-D)/2 (3.16)
Ur



but kôm,i(Jr is 1/m. Equation 3.1ó accounts for the energy collected on only one side of

the tub€; for both sides, the energy collecúon is

qL=ff-o) rs-u'G'-r")rtT&qt?)/2 (3.17)

It is convenient to use tle concept of a fin efficiency to rewrite Equation 3.17 as

e¡, = (W-D) F [S-Ur (Tu-TJl

ltanh m (W-D)/21

m (w-D)/2

(3.18)

(3.19)

The function F is rhe standard fin efficiency for straight fins with rectargular profile.

The useful gain of the collector also includes the energy collected above the tube region.

The energy gain for this region is

qí"r," = D tS-Ur- 0¡-T")l (3.20)

a¡d the useful gain for rhe collector of unit length in the flow di¡e*ion is the sum of

Equations 3. I 8 and 3.20.

ú = t(w-D) F + Dl [s-ur (ru-r")]. (3.21)

Ultimately, the useful gain from Equation3.2l must be transferred to the fluid. The

resista¡ce to heat flow to tïe fluid results from the bond and the fluid to tube resista¡ce.

The useful gain cal be çxpressed in terms of these two resistances as

Tb-Tf
(3.22)

GõJ " C;

where D¡ is the inside tube diameter and h¡i is the heat Ea¡sfer coefficient between the

fluid a¡d the tub€ wall. The bond conducta¡ce, C6, can be estimated from knowledge of

qu



the bond conductivity, k, the bond average thickness, 1, and rhe bond width, b. On a per

unit length basis,

^ kr..bLh = ---:-."^l

To eliminate T5 solve Equation 3.22 for T6 and substitute it into Equation 3.21,

resulting in the useful gain,

cl, = wF IS - Ur (T¡-TJI

where F', the collector efficiency factor, is

(3.24)

]. 
(32s)

\3,zJ )

F

UL[D+(W-D)F] C¡
* no¡,

A physical interpretation for F'results from examining Equadon 3.24. Ata particular
I

location, F represents the ratio of the acrual useful energy gain to the useful energy gain

that would result if the collector absorbing surface had been at the local fluid

temperature. Another interpretation for the parameter F' b".o.es clea¡ when it is

recognized that the denominator of Equation 3.25 is the heat transfer resistance f¡om the

fluid to the ambient ai¡. This resista¡ce will be given the symbol l/ljo. fte numerator is

the heat transfer resista¡ce from tïe absorber plate to the ambient alr. r'' is thus the ratio

of these two heat transfer coefficients

UO

Ur

3.1.7 Temperature Distribution in Flow Direction.

The useful gain per unit of flow length as calculated from Equation 3.24 is ultimately

the heat transfer to the fluid. The fluid enters the collector at temperan[e T¡ and increases

F= (3.26)



in temperature until at the exit it is To. Referring to Fig.3.g, we can express an energy

balance on the fluid flowing through a single rube of length ay as

where ¡ñ is the total collector mass flow rate and n is tl¡e number of parallel tubes.

Dividing through byay, finding the limit as ry approaches zero, and subsriruring Equation

3.24 for {¡, we obtain

nWF [S - Ur (T-T")] = 0 (3.28)

then the solution fo¡ the temperature at any position y is

Gùqrl - (m)C"Tl + (^y)q1, = 0nyny+^y

.F.FS
T - T" - ü,_ -tulnwF'y/rñcpl

r-T"- ì
UL

-t¿"uriric"t

mqgr -
oy

(3.27)

G.29\

(3.30)

If the collector has length L in the flow di¡ection, then the outlet fluid temperarure,

Ts, is found by substituting L for y in Equation 3.29. The quantiry nvy'L is the collector

a¡ea so that

r"-T.-Su,

T,-T"-Su,-

3.1.E Collector Heat Removal Factor and FIow Factor.

It is convenient to def,ine a quantity that ¡elates the actual useful energy gain of a

collector to the useful gain if the whole collector su¡face were at the fluid inlet

temperatue. This quantity is called the collector heat removal factor, FR ' and

mathematically is given by

- tiren (T" - Trl
fÞ=" A. [S-Ur (T' - T.) (3.31)
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Fig.3.8 Energy Balance on Fluid Element



The collector heat removal factor can be expressed as

Fn
mcp

ãJt

mcp

ãF;

[ =t"-'' ]
uu 

- crt- T.)

¡ (r" - r" -ti) tr'- r" - ùo$,., ,r, - r" - Ir
mcD

or Fn = ¡o' Lt-

Ê -tr" - t")uLl_l
S- (Ti-T')
Ur

(3.32)

(3.33)

Å"0 [ , -. -( A.u]¡iricp)].
A*U, t'

The heat removal factor, F" , is made up of two components which a¡e the collector
td

effìciency factor, F , a¡d collector flow facto¡ , F . This factor is of common occurence

in heat exchanger calcularions and is given by

t, 
^^F = ffi'I t -, -( A"uririct ]. (3.35)

-rt,or FR = F.F

which, from Equation 3.30 can be expressed as

(3.36)

The quantity F* is equivalent to a conventional heat exchanger effectiveness, which is

def,ined as the ratio of the actual heat Fansfer to the maximum possible heat transfer. The

maximum useful energy gain (heat transfer) in a solar collector occu¡s when the whole

collector is at the inlet fluid temperatu.re; heat losses to the surroundings are then at a

minimum. The collector heat removal factor times this maximum possible useful energy

gain is equal to the actual useful energy gain, Qu.

(3.34)Fn

Qu = AFn [S-UL (Ti - T")], (3.37)



Equation 3.37 is the most importa¡t equation for calculation of energy ouÞut from a

solar flat plate collector.

3.1.9 Collector Effìciency and performance Tests.

By combining Equation 3.4 and 3.37 the actual useful energy gain from a flat-prate

solar energy collector becomes

Qu A"FR [(îG)""; Ir - Ur (Ti - TJ].

Equation 3.38 may be rew¡itten as efficiency of sola¡ collection, that is, usefur energy

gain divided by the toral absorbed radiation t]¡at is incident on the collector surface

(AsIr) and is given numerica_lly by

-Qu' AJr
_ __ (Ti_T")

Tl = F* (to)",. - FRUL 

-::
For a specific collector operating at a constant fluid ci¡culation rate, the values of q'

and ur can be assumed constant with little error regardless of the sola¡ intensity and the

temperarufe' Equation 3.39 then becomes a sraight line on a graph of efficiency versus

(T¡-T¿)/11(see Fig.3.9). The mathematical cha¡acteristics of this line are: rhe y-intercept

is F*( ta ) and the slope is (ftur). If experimenta.l data, includ.ing the heat co ected

(Qu ) at various temperatu¡es and sola¡ conditions a¡e plotted on the gmph, with the

efficiency as the venical axis and (ti-TÐ /Ir as the horizontal axis, the best straight line

through the data points conelates collector performarce with solar and operating

condidons. The Y-intercept of the performance line corresponds to the point where the

inlet fluid remperature is equal to the ambient remperatue, that is, T¡ = Ta, and tÏe
collector effrciency is a maximum. At the intersection of the line with the horizontal axis

collector efficiency is zero. This condition represents such a low radiation lever or such a

high temperature for the fluid supply to the collector that the heat losses a¡e equal to the

(3.38)

(3.3e)
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solar absorption, and no useful heat is delivered from the collector. That is 11 = 0 and

I1F¡ta = U¡F¡( T¡ = T^ ).

The linearity of Equation 3.12 depends on the assumption thât the values of F*tu

ard F* U, are constant and independent of T¡, T., and I r. Although the i¡fluence is

small, F* ard ur both depend on collector tempe¡ature and the fiuid inlet temperature.

since ¡adiation loss is a function of the founh power of the intet and ambient

temperatures, and the convection loss is dependent of the fust power of temperature, the

heat loss coefficient increases with a rise in collector temperatwe and with temperature

difference. Therefore the actual efficiency versus (T¡-T¿)/Ir must cuwe slightly

downwa¡d as the ratio of the temperature difference to sola¡ radiation increases. But the

magnitude of this effect is small and in the usual operating rarge its effect is seldom

encountered. Therefore, the linea¡ assumption is adequate for pratical operating and,ior

design purposes [5].

3.2 Water Storage

For mary solar energy systems water is an ideal storage fluid. Ir is readily available at

a low cost and energy may be readily added and removed from the system and the fluid

media may be used to transport the heat f¡om the collecto¡ directly, thus eliminating the

temperature drop berween rhe transport fluid and the storage medium which is requûed

by a heat exchanger. Such a wate¡ stor¿ìge system is represented in Fig.3.l0.

Forced ci¡culation is shown in Fig.3.l0, but the system could be a thermosyphon

(natural circulation) type. The energy storage capacity of a water (or liquid) storage unit

at uniform temperature operating over a finite temperan[e difference is given by,

Qs = (mcn)s-(ÂTs). (3.40)
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Q5 is the total heat capacity for a cycle operaring tfuough the temperature range aT. with

a storage mass' m. The temperature range over which such a system can operate is

limiæd by the process and the colle¡tor heat loss.

For a nonstratified storage unit, as shown in Fig.3.1l, an energy balance on the storage

unit yields,

(mq)s Qu-L-(UA)s(Ts-Ta). (3.4r)

The last teÍn rep¡esents the heat loss from the srorage system and L represents the load

on the system.

The wate¡ storage unit may be operated with a signihcant degree of stratification, that

is, with the top of the storage tank considerably hotter than the bottom. In this case, the

storage ca¡ be modeled by dividing it into N nodes (sections), with an energy balance

performed on each section of the ta¡k. The result is a set of N d.ifferential equations that

ca¡ be solved for the temperature of rhe N nodes as function of dme.

To formulate these equations, it is necessary to mâke assumptions about how the

water entering the tank is distribured to the various nodes. For example, for the five-node

tank shown in Fig.3.12, water from ùe collector enters at a remperanre Ts which is

between Ts,2 and rs,3. or it can be assumed that all the water f¡om the inlet finds its way

down inside the tank to node 3, where the density nearly matches that of the water in the

ta¡k at node 3. Altematively, it can be assumed that the inlet water distributes itself in

some way to nodes 1,2, and 3. unfonunately it is not now possible to state with certainty

which is the best model, as the actua.l flow will depend on the design of a particular tank,

the size, the elevation, and design of inlet a¡d outlet, and the cond.ition of the flow of the

entering and leaving fluid sreams.

stratification is a phenomenon that is difficult to evaluare without consideri¡g the end

use' If the load can use the energy at úe same efficiency without regard to its

temperarue, rhen, maximum strarification would be provided by the lowest possible

dTs

dr
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temperatufe nea¡ the bottom of the storage a¡d which would maximize the efficiency of

the collector. If the temperatue of the energy is imponant to the load, then, the

sratification may have to be ¡educed.

There a¡e two factors that can significantly reduce stratihcation. Fi¡st, a stratified

storage tunÌ will have a tendency to destratify over dme due to d.iffusion and wall

conduction effecs. These effects have been studied experimentally by tavan and

Thompson [28]. The second factor is the case where rhere is an auxilia¡y heat supply in

tìe tank, the sratification may then be reduced by a natural convection depend.ing on the

location of the heat source.

3.2.1 Component Model.

In previous sections performance of tle sola¡ energy collector and the storage unit

were mathematically modeled. For a flat-plate solar energy colletor, Equation 3.37 is

applicable, and can be written as

q, = A"FniS-Ur(Tr-TJl+. (3.42)

The "+" sign implies that only posirive values should be used. For example, the operalion

of a forced ci¡culation collecto¡ would not occur when eu was less than zero. In a ¡eal

situation, this is accomplished by comparing the temperature of the fluid leaving the

collector (i.e., in the top header) with the temperature of the fluid leaving the storage ta¡k

and operating the pump only when the difference in temperatures is posirive. The useful

energy is also given by

Qu = (åcr)c (T. - T,) (3.43)

where rh is mass flow rate of the circulating fluid through the collector.

If the srorage is a fully-mixed sensible heat storage unit, its performance is given by

Equation 3.41. Here again



eu-L-(UA)s(I,-rJ = lrirc/sffs

In some experiments that a¡e run ar a no load condition, Equation 3.41 becomes

Qu - (UA)s (r, - TJ = lrirc¿s ffs (3.M)

The performance models discussed so fa¡ have been based on the fundamental

equation describing the behavior of the equipment. Models ca¡ also be expressed as

empirica.l or stochastic representations of operating data from particular items of

equipment. These empirical relations may be in form of equations, graphs, or tabular

data.

There is another factor trat ca¡ affect the performance of a system, that is, heat loss

from the ducting or piping to the ambient surroundings, if the ducting or piping are not

well insulated. This loss ca¡ be accounted for by simple modifications to Equation 3.42,

as describ€d in the next section.

3.2.2 Duct and Pipe Loss.

The energy loss from ducts a¡d pipes leading to a¡d and returning f¡om the collector

in a sola¡ energy system can be signifìcant. Beckman [5] has shown that the combination

of ducts or pipes plus the sola¡ collector is equivalent in thermal performance to a solar

collector with different values of Urand ( to ).

A presentation of the temperature change in the system fluid is shown in Fig.3.l3. The

fluid temperature is lowered by an amount aTi before it enters tïe sola¡ collecror due to

losses to the ambient air at temperature T¿. The fluid passes through rhe collector and it
is heated to collector output temperatu¡e. This temperan¡re is then ¡educed to T6 as the

fluid loses heat to the ambient surroundings while passing through the outlet ducts.

Thus, the energy heat gain can be related to the energy gain of the collector minus

duct losses by the following rate equation.
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Qu = AcFn [Ir (ts) - U¡ (Ti - ÁT¡ - TJ] - Loss. Q.45)

The duct losses a¡e equal to the integrated losses over the inlet and outlet ducts and

are given mathematically by

Loss = UoJG-ra)¿e (3.46)

where U¿ is the loss coefficient of the ducts. It is possible to integrate Equation 3.46, but

in well-designed systems the losses from the ducts will be small. The integral can be

approximated to an adequate degree of accuracy in terms of inlet a¡d outlet temperatures

by,

Loss = U¿Ai (Ti - Ta) + U¿4" (T" - TJ (3.41')

where A¡ and As are the a¡ea of the inlet a¡d the outlet ducts f¡om which the heat losses

occt¡f.

3.2,3 Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems.

The basic elements in SDFIW systems can be arranged in several configurations. The

most corrrmon of these a¡e Shown in Fig.3.14. Auxiliary energy is added in two different

ways. However, they are interchargeable.

A passive water heater, tlrat is, a tlrermosyphon system, is shown in Fig.3.14(a). The

storage tank is located above the collector and water circulates by natural convection.

Whenever the sola¡ collector ¿dd.s energJ to the water it establishes a density difference

causing the natural convection. Fig.3.14(b) shows an example of a forced ci¡culation

system. A pump is required, which is usually conrrolled by a diffe¡endal thermostat

turning on the pump when the temperaru¡e at the top header is higher than the

temperature of the water i¡ the bonom of the tank by a sufficient margin to assu¡e control



Fig'3'14 schematics of common configurations of wrter heåter. (r) A therrnosyphon

SHWsystem.

WATER SUPPLY



(b)

Fig.3.14 Schematics of common configurat¡ons of wåter heater.
(b) A one_tank forced circulation system.
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stabi.lity. A check valve is needed to prevent reverse ci¡culation and the resultant night

time thermal losses from the collector. Auxiliary energy is shown added to the water in

the pipe leaving the tank to the load by an inline heater having no storage capaciry.

Some details of flat-plate energy collectors and domestic hot water storage systems

have been described in this secrion. More specific details in thermosyphon SDFIW

systems were described in Chapter 2. Also, in Chapter 2, studies of thermosyphon

sDFrw systems and investigations of the effects of stratifications on sDFrw systems

were reviewed (sections 2.2 and2.3, respectively).



Chapter 4

Experimental Programs

ln chapter th¡ee the theory and design of a flat-plate collecto¡ and liquid-based storage

systems we¡e described. chapter 2 reviewed investigations on thermosyphon systems and

the effects of stratification on SDWH system performance. In this chapter the details of

the experimental progr¿ìms, the equipment and inst¡umentation, the data collection

system, mathematical analysis, and ùe cumputer program for the mathematical anlyses

are described. Finally, the experimental results a¡e shown in terms of system performance

c h a¡acte ri s ti c s.

4.1 Description of Equipment.

'ln this investigation, for comparison purposes two operationally d.ifferent

configurations for liquid storage were used in a SDWH system. These configuradons a¡e

designated Type A and Type B. Ty,pe A refers to a thermosyphon SDWH system with a

conventional storage tank. Type B refers to the SDWH sysrem as in Type A but

connected with another storage unit on rhe top with horizontal baffles inside. Fou¡ 25 mm

diamete¡ holds we¡e dilled in each baffle to permit the liquid pass through the baffles.

The confìgurations of type A and rype B a¡e illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

In both types of tank configurations energy was added to the system ar the highest

elevation. All connecting piping was 19 run ID hose insulated by commercial insulation.

The collector was 2.13X1.ó3 m with absorpdon a¡ea of 2.35 *1 rn" collector

performance, in terms of efficiency, was provided by manufacrurer as follow:

I = 0.736-4.98(\-ra)
IT

The construction details of the two storage ta¡ks a¡e described in Appendix A.
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4.2 Instrumentation and Data Collection.

Tota] radiation (It ) incident on the collector surface was measured by a pyranometer

mounted in the same plane as the collector (ih angle 39 degrees). The orientation of the

collector was changed hourly so that it was no¡mal to the direct radiation. The collector

system and the pyranometer were located free from shadows. The output from the

pyranometer was fed directly to a strip chart reco¡der. The acquisition of data was

accomplished by using a 20 channel programmable data logger (Hewlett packard model

#3421a) equipped with a computer for daø processing.

Temperatures we¡e measured throughout the system by using type_T (copper_

constantan) thermocouples. The tank vertical temperature profile was measured by

thermocouples insened into the tank at evenly spaced intervals. Two of the

thermocouples were mounted at the outlet and the inlet ports of the collector. A

thermocouple was placed in a shaded a¡ea nea¡ the test equipment in order to measure the

outside ambient remperature. The ouçut signals from the thermocouples were fed

directly into the data logger. These signals were read at one hour intervals in order to

coincide with the changing of the colector's orientation. The arrangement of

instrumentation is illusrated in Fig.4.3.

4.3 Mathematical Analyses.

ln this section mathematical processes used in experiments a¡e described. The method

of computing the mean storage temperature and the evaluation of the mean storage

temperatue from experimental data a¡e described in section 4.3.i. The indirect method

for evaluating thermosyphon mass flow rate is described in section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Mean Storage Temperatures ¡z¡.

Examining the storage and the solar collector separately, instantaneous heat baìance

equations were obtained as follows:



STRIP CHART PLOTTER

T¡'
S
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Fig-4.3 The Arrangement of Instrumentation.



For the collector

. __ (T,_T")
î = Fn (to) - F*Ur j-

The collector effìciency is deñned by

n = -9y-. (4.1)
Aclr

For the storage unit, assuming tÌ¡at no heat loss occu¡ed in the connecting piping,

Qu = Qr-r+ CdT.
dr

lA"Ir = Qr-r+CdTm.
,d'
: Where the loss from the storage (e r ) is expressed by

where Q¡1 is the thermal loss from the storage tank to ambient surround.ings. c is the

thermal capacity of the storage including the thermal capacity of the tank trody, myTcpw

+ mÎcpT.

combining Equations 4.1 and 4.2 and rearranging, the energy baJance equation for the

storage becomes

(4.2)

(4.3)

Qrr = UrAr (T. - T")

Again, combining equations 4.3 a¡d 4.4, using finite-difference methods and rearranging,

tle new mean storage tempe¡ature can be obtained by:

(4.4)

,î _ [14.11 + UIAT" + C(TJ Ð]rm'n 
rurAr t{C//^tX ' (4.s)



ur is an average overall heat loss coefficient between the sto¡age tank a¡d the

surroundings. A1 is the a¡ea of the storage tark from which the heat loss (e¡1 ) occun.

The numerical value of collector efficiency ( ¡ ) in Equation 4.5 can be obtai¡ed from

Equation 3.39.

Equation 4.5 is used to determine the computed value of mean storage temperatu¡e.

The mean storage temperature can also be evaluated from experimental data by using the

following relationship [10,I l ].

where ci is the thermal capacity for each layer of water and r¡ is the temperature for the

layer. Fig.4'5 shows the compurer flow cha¡t which is used to determine the mean storage

temperatufes.

4.3.2 Thermosyphon Mass Flow Rate tt4l.
Mass flow rate in a thermosyphon sDWH system is not constant but depends on rhe

buoyancy force caused by the temperatu¡e differences throughout the system. These

temperature differences a¡e in rurn dependant to a large extent upon the sola¡ radiation

incident on the collector surface. In this secdon an indi¡ect method is used to evaluate the

flow by equating the hydrostadc pressure caused by the density d.iffe¡ence to rhe total

friction losses in the system.

The total hydrostatic pressue (aII) throughout the system can be expressed by

lEc,rlrñ_rC,,

^H = Ipedy+Jpedy-jpedv-Jpe¿y
t¡¡Ì dorr,a. collætor riser

cûme¡

(4.6)

(4.7)

where p is the fluid densiry, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and y is the thickness of

each fluid layer in vertical di¡ection.



The collector hyd¡ostatic pressltle is computed by assuming the collector temperature

varies linearly from inlet to outlet and is expressed by

T"

f = 64llllRe
-6

f=0.0243+3.85x10.N¡e

r = 0.316/¡{ne

(4.8)

NRe < 2000

2000< Npg <4000

NRe >4000

(4.10)

T¡+(T"-T)2.
L

where zlL is the fraction of the dista¡ce through the collector and the temperature of the

fluid at the point Z is Ts. The assumption @quation 4.8) was supported by references

ts,el.

The hydrostatic pressures in the riser a¡d the down-comer are computed by assuming

the temperatures along these sections are constant. The storage tank hydrostatic pressure

is computed by using the vertical temperatue profrle as measu¡ed in the experiments.

Then, the thermosyphon mass flow rate was computed by balancing the total

hydrostatic pressue against to the total friction losses in the system as:

AH = Ef.0). PYzd2 (4.e)

where vd is the length-diameter rario. The fricion factor ( f ) is calculated from the

following relationships:

Lamina¡:

Transition:

Tu¡bulent:

Since the thermosyphon mass flow rate is constant thoughout the system, at any

particular time, Equation 4.9 can be rewrinen in terms the flow rate as follows:

AH

ttf.(l).-ll
d PAz

m2.>[f.CI.-11 -2 d' p|z'
f.0).11 + f.n).11d pA2 a þ'Äz

+ f. Ll) . -L l. - + E losses from fiuings. (4.1 l)d pA2
dow¡{ome¡

when



Then, the thermosyphon mass flow rate at any particular time is given by

2 (^H)

'TT(t)Jrd pA2

Fig.4.4 shows the computer progmm flow chan that used to determine the

thermosyphon rnåss flow rate.

4.3,2.1 Friction Losses from Valves and Fittings t301.

The losses from fittings in Equation 4.11 were determined from the losses rhrough

valve and hnings in the experimental systems. The losses which a¡e genera.lly given in

terms of resistance coefficient (K) and indicated static head losses through a valve or

frning in terms of velocity head or equivalent length in pipe-diameters (Vd) that will

cause the same head loss as the fìttings.

From Darcy's formula, head loss tbrough a pipe is

h= (4.13)

a¡d loss through a valve is

f.(Ð.V2
d2e

(4.12)

(4.14)

(4.1s)

Therefore

Then the term, losses, in F4uation 4.11 ca¡ be determined by Equation 4.16 below

h = Kye.

K = fP

Xlosses = ttf.(]).-t,l oj ItKl"ld Ptrz ' PAr'lnl'l¡t fining

(4.16)
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4.4 Experimental Results.

The thermosyphon SDIIW systems, Type A and Type B as shown in Fig.4.1 and 4.2,

were located on the south side of the engineering building at The University of Manitoba,

The experiments were operated during the months of August-septemb€¡ 1987, under no-

load conditions. Operating the thermosyphon system without a load allowed the mass

flow rate to be evaluated without complexities. Operating at no-load condition allows the

optimum time period for rhe water d¡aw to be dete¡mined and a high degree of

stratification to be maintained.

Three experimental investigations were conducted, namely, Experiment A, B1, and

82. Each experimental result is described separately and the following performance

cha¡acteristics were investigated in each experiment:

- thermosyphon mass flow rate,

- mean storage temperature,

- vertical storage tank temperature profile changes,

- collector inleVoutlet tempeÍature,

- degree of stratification, and

- collector eff,rciency.

In this section, one set ofdata for each experiment is shown as a representative sample

ofeach investigation. The rest of the experimental data are shown in Appendix C.

4.4.L Results of Experiment - Type A.

Experiment A was conducted using a domestic water heating storage tank as

illustrated in Fig.4.1 with the details of rhe tank shown in Appendix A. The data were

collected in August,1987. System performance cha¡acteristics of experiment A are shown

in Fig.4.6 to 4.8.
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4.4.2 Results of Experiments - Type B1 and 82.

Experiment B was conducted by connecting a¡ extension tank directly to the top of

the storage tank of type A. Inside the extension tank, horizontal baffles were mounted

(see Fig.A2 Appendix A) in order to investigate the effects of the horizontal baffles on

stratification. Experiment B was conducted using two different methods, namely,

Experiments B1 and B2 described as follows:

Experiment B1: operated with the uniform temperature of water at the starting

time.

Experiment B2: operated with the stratified temperature of water at the starting

time.

Results of Experiments 81 and 82 a¡e shown in Fig.4.9 to 4.14. Also Fig.4.15 shows

a plot of all experimental data sets in order to indicate the degree of snatification, the

slope of the temperatu¡e gradient as the time-dependent cha¡acteristics. The collector

efficiencies for Experiments A, 81, and 82 are plotted in the same graph as shown in

Fig.4.16.

The performance characteristics for the three different experiments are shown in the

Figures and these performance characteristics a¡e discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Results and Conclusions

In section 4.5, the system performance characteristics of Experiments A, 81, and B2

a¡e shown. In this chapter, section 5.1, these cha¡acteristics are interpreted and discussed.

Conclusions d¡awn from the results of the investigation are enumerated in section 5.2.

5.1 Discussion of Experimental Results

5.1.1 Thermosyphon Mass Flow Rate

The thermosyphon mass flow rate of Experiments A, 81, and 82 demonstrated the

same behavior and depends on the solar intensity. The maximum flow ¡ate of each

experiment was 30 g/s ( 108 kg/h ). In Experiment A, rhe flow rate approached the

maximum at the end of the third hour of operation. Whereas in Experiments 81 and 82

the flow rate approached the maximum at the end of the second hour.

After the maximum stratification had been obtained the hydrostatic head decreased

and thus also the flow ¡ate. For example, consider Fig.5.1, the system temperature-height

distribution of Experiment Bl is shown. The thermosyphon head causing flow is

equivalent to the shaded area shown in the system temperature-height distribution

relationships. The shaded a¡ea is zero at the starting time because the fluid densities

tkoughout the system we¡e the same numerical values. When the sola¡ intensity

increased causing the temperature distribution tkoughout the system to rise, the shaded

a¡ea became larger, increasing the thermosyphon mass flow rate. This phenomenon

continued until the end of second hour of operation. After that, the temperature-height

distribution decreased indicating a reduction in sratification due ro the no d¡ain off

condition.

This indicated that the required water should be d¡awn off after the second hour (for

Experiment B 1) to maintain the high degree of suatification.
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5.1.2 The Mean Storage Temperatures.

The mean storage temperatures of Experiments A, B1, a¡d 82 were linea¡. The mean

temperatues from Experiments Bi and 82 were higher than from Experiment A because

the temperatures of the water for Experiments Bl and 82 were 40oC at the starting time

whereas for Experiment A the temperature was 20oC at the start.

The measured mean storage temperatures were up to 3.8 percent lower than that

computed by using mathematical analyses because of unpredictable thermal loss from the

system to the surroundings. However, the small discrepancy between computed values

and measured values indicated that the ânalytical methods were accruate.

The results also showed that if the temperature of the required water is not important,

then the water can be drawn off when the stratification is high in order to keep the

storage highly stratified.

5.1.3 Collector IntelOutlet Temperatures.

The temperature rise in the fiuid across the sola¡ collector in Experiments A, B1, and

B2 was nearly constant. The temperature rise was approximately 20oC for Experiment A

and 15oc for Experiments Bl and 82. The ¡eason for the higher temperatu¡e ¡ise across

the collector in Experiment A compared to Experiments B1 and 82 was because the

collector inlet temperature in Experiment A was less than in Experiments B1 and 82.

Thus, the collecto¡ efñciency of Experiment A was higher and the temperatue rise

gleate¡.

During the last hour of each experiment the temperatu¡e rise across the collector

decreased due to the decreasing of collector efficiency caused by a higher inlet water

temperatue. According to Fig.4.7, 4.10, and 4.13, at the end of second hour any required

water should be d¡awn off to maintain the high temperature rise across the collector.



5.1.4 Vertical Storage Tank Temperature profile Changes.

In Experiment A, the temperature in the entire ta¡k was constant at the sta¡t and

gradually the degree of sEatification increased dll 1300 h a¡d after that the temperature

gradient tended to become uniform (Frg.4.g). The results ind.icated rhar to maintain a high

degree of stratiflrcation any required wate¡ should be d¡awn off at the second hour for
Experiment A.

Experiments Br and 82 involved the extended system with the added baffled tank. In

experiment 81 the temperatu¡e at the stu¡t was also uniform and the degree of
stratification increased rill 1200 h when the remperâture profile gradually became nearly

uniform again at 1500 h. This occured because no water was used throughout the

operation period. In Experiment 82 the wate¡ was stratified at rhe sta¡t. At 1200 h the

tempe¡ature of the water in the upper baffled tank became uniform whereas the water in

the lower tank remained sEatified. This occu¡ed because the hot water from the collector

transfered heat to the colder water at the bottom of upper tank due to mixing promoted by

the perforated horizontal baffles. This mixing caused by the perforated baffles had nor

been reported previously i¡ the literature. After 1200 h the temperature profire behaved

as in Experiment B1 a¡d gradaully became uniform b€cause no water was used.

Considering experiments B 1 and 82, there was more advantage in drawing the

required water from the upper tank after the end of fi¡st hour because:

1. the water at the bottom of the lower tank was still cooler

than in Experiment B l, thus the collector efficiency of

Experiment 82 was higher than that of Experiment B 1,

2. the temperature gradient in the lower tank of Experiment B2

was greater than that of Experiment Bl, because of stratiflrcation

at the start, thus, the thermosyphon mass flow rate of Experiment 82

was higher than that of Experiment B 1



5.1.5 Degree of Stratification.

Fig.4.15 was plotted from all of data sets (as shown in Appendix C). Results showed

that the highest degree of stratification occured at the end of the third hou¡ fo¡

Experiment A and at the end of the first hou¡ for Experiments B 1 and 82.

The degree of stratification in Experiments Bl and B2 was not as great as in

Experiment A. This was due to the horizontal baffles which promoted mixing in the

upper storage ta¡k. The connecting pipes between the upper and lower storage tanks also

promoted mixing due to pluming effects in the lower storage tank.

However, comparing Experiment Bl and 82, it was obvious that the use of the

stratified temperature disrribution at starting time gave better performance than using the

uniform temperature distribution at the starting time.

5.1.6 Collector EffTciency.

Experiment A gave a higher daily performance than Experiments Bl and 82, because

the temperature of fluid at the collecto¡ inlet was lower than that in Experiments Bl and

B2.

According to the collector efficiencies for Experiments B I and 82 shown in Fig.4.16,

the ¡esults showed that the best operating time was the fînt two hours. After that the

required water should be d¡awn off, providing a better operating condition as in

Experiment 82.

5.2 Conclusions.

A numbe¡ of conclusions were d¡awn from the ¡esults of the present investigation.

These conclusions are as follows:

1, It was observed that the tempe¡ature ¡ise in the fluid across

the solar collector in the thermosyphon SDFIW system was constant.

The temperature rises were approximately 20oC for the system

configuration that used the domestic hot water sto¡age tank



(and approximately 15oC because of the increased mixing due to the

horizontal baffles mounted inside). The constant temperature rise

across the collector agrees with the previous investigations

studied by Close, Gupta and Carg, and Morrison and Braun.

2. The thermosyphon mass flow rate va¡ied with the soiar insolation. The

estimated flow rate reached a maximum of 109 kg/h. It was higher

than that in Morrison and Braun's results (97.2 kgiir). This higher

flow could be attributed to:

a) the collector tracked the sun, and

b) the distance between tank bottom and collector

top in the present investigation was higher tha¡r that in

Morrison and Braun's investigation.

3. The temperature profiles in the storage tank were not linear (as indicated

by Ong's investigation).

4. The type of horizontal interior baffles used promoted mixing.

5. Operating the system wirh a stratified temperature of the fluid at the

starting time gave b€lter perfoûnance compared to operating with a

uniform temperature of the fluid at starting time in terms ofi

a) collector efficiency, and

b) degree of stratification,

6. The required hor water should be d¡awn off after the degree of

stratification reaches a maximum in order to maintain high stratification

and high thermosyphon mass flow rate.

5.3 Recommendations.

Like many investigations reported in the literature, the results were diffìcult to

interpret due to the fluctuating sola¡ insolation, varying sunounding conditions, etc.

However, this study led to several recommendations for additional resea¡ch efforts for an



increased understanding of the mechanisms involved in liquid storage tanks.

Recommendations are:

1. In o¡der to reduce the thermal capacity ofthe storage tank, a thin walled

t¿nk sould be used.

2. A low thermal conductive material should be used in orde¡ to reduce

the wall conduction effect.

3. The effect of othe¡ baffle arrangements on mixing in the storage rank

should be investigated.

4. The doughnut o¡ segmental baffles should be tried to try to reduce the

mixing condition in the storage tank.
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Appendix A

Description of Storage Units
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Fig.Al A Commercial Domestic Hot Water Storage Tank,



A

B

c

D

E

Functions

connecting pipe

inlet pon

outlet port

hot air path

tank body

Details

3/4 coupling

3/4 coupling

3/4 coupling
/,

3 ID pipe

l8 ID cylinder

Table Al Details for Fig.Al.
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Fig.A2 The upperTank with Baffres mounted inside used in Experiment B.
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B
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D

E

Functions

suppon

baffle

tank body

inlet port

connecting pipe

Details

3 OD pipe

1-7 OD (metal sheet)

17.5 ID cylinder

3/4 coupling

3/4 coupling

Table A2 Details for Fig.A2.
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Appendix B

Computer Programs



9l-

Computer Program used in Experiment A

10 REM
* * * * * É * * * * * * * * * *,t * * * * * * * * * * * * * it * * * * * * * i * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr r( * * * * )t,t

20 .REM This progra¡nme has been writt.en in order to.evaluate the
30 R-EM mean temperatures (cornputed and experimentalvaLues ) anã t¡re tnermolypho; *ã;"flow rate throug the systen ofexperinent A. The svstèn confriguration is shown in E.iðl¿.f,40 REM
***:t*rt:t*****tt:t*********rt)*****:t********r(*:t****)tJr******rrr(*¡tr(*)*

50 REM
60 REM
7O REM
80 REM

Read & Store

*******)t*:t*****:t******rt*:trr*rt:t:trr:t*****rtrt:t******t*,t*)t¡r*:t*)t:t*)t:r

90 DIM
r (30) , Dy (30) , Rw (30) ,ylgl , D (39) , H (30) , C (30) ,v (s) , M (s) , cw (30), Klv(30) ,z\o\,wwt¡oi100MM =0
110 DY (1) = .0254
120 DY (21 = .7718
130 DY (3) = .2032
140 DY (41 = ,2032
150 DY (5) = .2286
160 DY (6) = 2 ,05.t 496
170 DY (11 = .2642788
180 DY(8) = .26A2igg
190 DY(9) = .2642't88
200 DY(10) = .2642'tgg
210 DY(11) = .2642i89
220 DY.(L2) = L.51 4292
230 D(6) = .01905
240 D(7t = .009s
2s0 D(12) = .0190s
260w =3
270 Lc = ,42612
280 v(1) = .0t2I625
290 v(21 = .0283192
300 v(3) = .032433
310 v(4) = .032433
320 v(5) = .04459s8
330 REM
340 REM
* * * * * * * * * * * rt * * * * * * :r * * * t * * * rt *,t * :t * * * i * * * * * * * * * * * *,t * * * * rr * * * * * * i



350 REM
temperature
360 REM
***r****rr**ttt************:r**)r****rr*,t*,t*!r,tr(*rt¡r**,t*¡t***,t*
***********
370 cosuB 3580
380 cosuB 3460
390 r(14) = r(19)
400 PRINT ,'The starting mean storage tenperature ,,,T(14)
410 PRINT
420 REM
* *f * * * * *i * * * * È * * :r * * !t * **t* * * * * * tt rt * * * *** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *!tt**t******
430 REM
440 REM prediction mean temperature of storage by usingenergy ba.Lance
450 REM
460 REM
******!trt:t*****,t******)rrr*)r:r,rr(*,t*)r*rr)r*rt:r)t*rr**rtrr*)t*,t*****,r*****
****rt******
470 cosuB 3580
199 r(16) = (.'736-4:?9:(T(6)-r{13))/r1r5¡)*(84?s.08,rr(1s))
490 r(17) = 24A3e*r(13)+6.:bzgj;tíôlti*r(ra)
:99 Tl18) = (r(16)+r(17))/ (6.æn ;riô"slI
llg REM PRTNT "Otd mean storage Èemperarure ,,,T(14)
9? 0 R-EM PRINT "Nev¡ rnean storale temþerarure ,, , T ( 1g )530 REM
* * * * t** ** * :r * * ** lt * * * È * * * * t*** ** ** *** * * * r( * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * r( * * *********)t**
540 REM
550 REM The evaLuation of mean storage temperature frome xpe rimenc
560 REM
570 REM
* * * * * * * * * r* * * * * * t * * * * ¡t * tt :t * * * * * * * * ,t * * * r( )t rk tr )t * :r * * * * * * É t * ,r * rr * * * * ***********
580 REM
590 cosuB 3460
600FORI=1TO5
610 rll = T(I)
620 cosuB 2050
630 Rv{ (r) = Rw
640 vw(I) = (vw/10^6)
650 cl{(I) = (CW*1000)
660 ww(I) = V (I) *CW(I) *RI,i(r)
6?0 NEXT I
680 z (1)
hn{{1) *T (1) +WW (2) *T (2).+wvt (3) *T (3) +WW (4) *1,n, +!{w (5) *T (5)
99-9 ? \21 = ww (1 ) +ww (2 ) +vfi{ (3) +hri,¡ (4 ) +vrw tSl700 r(19) = z17) /z(2)
710 REM
* * ** * ** !t ** * * * * *,t * :t )r * *,r * * * ** * ** * ** * * * * * i** i** * * ** ** * ** * * * * ** **********
?20 REM

InitiaJ.ization of the mean storage
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730 REM
betwe en
?40 REM
750 REM
760 REM

Comparison mean storage temperature
prediction and experiment

* * * * **** t** ** r** * * * * * *** * * * rr * * * i **t * * * ** ***** * ** * * *,t r( * r(* * i * *rt********
7?0 REM PRINT ,'Mean storage temperature (1ast hour ) ,,,T(14)
780 REM pRrNr "Mean srorale t"^i,"iãiu.ã iprearctiãní ",iiiri I790 REM pRrNr "Mean sroraée t.^i,erài"ie iè*p.ri*ãnii ,, liìiél8OO REM
* **i* * * *i* *** *i * * * * ** *t * ** * * * *** * * * * * * * * *,t **i * ** ¡. * *,t *,* * * * * rr **t*t******
810 REM
820 REM process to evaluate mass flow rate by using themethod of total
830 REM
g4O REM hydrostatic pressure head
850 REM
t(*****)t***:t)t*************:t**¡t***************rt*rt*rt:t******r.:t**
**********
860 T(7) = r(6) + (r(12) - r(6))*1/10
870 r(B) = r(6) + (r(12) - riai i.s7io880 r(e) = r(6) + (r(r2) - ri6ii-s7iõ
8e0 r(10) = r(6) + (r(12) - ri6i i.ttlóe00 r(i.1) = r(6) + (r(r2) - ri6ii,"g'tlo
910 FOR I = 1To 12
920 Tw = T(r)
930 cosuB 2050
940 Rl,t(I) =RI^¡
950 v!{(I) = (vI{/10^6)
960 H(I) = Rw ( r ) * 9 . B 1O O O 1 * Dy ( r )970 NEXT T

-?q9^I = H(1)+H(2)+H(3)+H(4)+H(s)+H(6)_H(7)_H(B)_H(e)_
H (10) -H (11¡-¡¡ 112'990 wC = w,/10
1999 zuì = (4*w) / (vvt (I2t *D (12) *3.141s92)
1919 RD = (4*w)/(vt,l(6) '.D(6)*3.r1ßstt-'
19?9 RC = (4*wc)/ (r¡w(11);oiu l-¡-iãrsôzl1030 rF RR<2000 ?HEN coro loio
1O4O IF RR> OOO THEN GOTO 1O9O
1g!9 FR = .0243+ (3.8s*RR/10"6)
1060 coTo 12?0
10?0 FR = 64lRR
1080 coro 12?0
1090 FR = ,316/RR
1100 coro 12?0
1110 IF RD <2OOO THEN GOTO 1150L12O IF RD>4OOO THEN GOTO 1170
113q FD = .0243+ (3.8s*RD/10^6)
1140 coTo 1290
1150 FD = 64lRD
1160 coro 1290
1170 FD = .316/RD
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1180 coTO 1290
1190 rF RC<2000 THEN GoTO 1230
1200 IF RC>4000 THEN GOTO 1250
1270 FC = ,0243+ (3.85*RC/10^6)
1220 coro 1310
1230 FC = 64,/RC
t240 GOTO 1310
1250 FC = .316,/RC
1260 coTo 1310
L270 A =(l¡iDY (I2) I / (D (t2¡ *¡e¡ (12) * (s.141s93r (D (12) ^2) / 4l ^2)1280 coro 111.0
!?99 B = (FD*DY (6ll / @ (6)'tR!f (6) * (3.141593* (D(6) "2) /4)^2,)1300 coTo 1190
1310 FORI=7T0 11
t??0 C(I) = (Fc'tl,c) /(D(7) *Rw(r)*(3.141s93'i(D(?)"2) /Al^211330 NEXT I
1340 D = A+B+C (7) +C (8) +C (9) +C (10)+C (11)
1350 G1 = . ?8,/ (Rv¡ (6) * (3.1.41593* (.0190S"2) / 4\ ^2',1360 G2 = (FD*13t.025) / (Rt,l (6) * (3.141593,, (.01905^2) / 4l ^2)1370 G3 = (.7936) / (R!.¡(6) * (3.141593* (.01588"2) /4)^211380 G4 = (FD*30'r.025) / (RI^r (6) * (3.141593* (.01s88"2) / 4') ^211390 c5 = ( .37L3, / (Rw 15¡ * (3.141593* (.01588"2) / 4) ^Zl1400 G6 = (FC*60*.025)/(Rw(6)*(3.141S93*(.0095^2) /4)^211410 G? = (FC*60*.025)/(RI¡¡(12)*(3.141593i(.0095^2) /4)"i)1420 G8 = (FR*30*.025) /(Rw(12) *(3.141593* (.0254^2\ /4i "2i1439 G9 = (,6049't /(Rv{(12)*(3.141593i(.O190s^2) /a¡"rr't410 Jl = (1.s631 / (Rt.¡(12)'*(3.141593* (.OrZ'7"21 /a¡"rr'1450 J2 = (1)/(Rw(1)'(3.141593* (.0r2't "21 /4)^2)I460 J9 = Gl+G2 +c3+c4 +Gs+c 6+c7 +G8 +c 9+J1+J27470 E = D+J9
1480 wc.Ar = (2*H/E) ^ (.5)
L490 2 = (WCAL - vÙ)/w
1500 Y =ABs(z)1510 rF Y<(.01) THEN GOTO 1'550
1520 w =W- ((w-wcÀL)/2)
1530 coro 990
1540 IìEM it * * * )r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * SHOWING THE RESULTS
*********t***********
1550 FOR I =1 TO 12
1560 REM PRINT
157 O REM PRTNT
1580 PRINT "POINT No. n,I
1590 PRINT I'TEMP. (C) ", T (T)
1600 PRINT "DENSITY (kgln^3) ",Rw(r)1610 REM PRINT "VISCOSITY (N.s/m^2)",Vw(I)
1620 NEXT I
1630 PRINT
7640 PRINT
1650 PRINT "Mean storage temperature (last hour ) ",T(14)L660 PRINT "Mean storage temperature (predictioni ',,f iiAi1670 PRINT "Mean storage temperature 1êxperimenti ",tiiéi1680 REM PRINT "TOTÀL HYDROSTATTC PRESSURE (pascal¡;',ti
1690 REM PRINT "FLOW RÂTE (assumed) tkg/s',,W



1700 REM PRINT "FLOW RÀTE (cal-culated) ,kgls,,, WCAL1?1.0 REM PRINT "FLOW RÀTE THROUGH COLíECiOR,icg/s,,,I^]C7120 REM PRINT " REYNOLD NO . rN DO!,¡N CO¡48R" , RD1730 REM PRINT'' REYNOLD NO. IN COLLECTER",RCT74O REM PRINT' REYNOLD NO. ]N RISER ,,, NN1750 REM LPRTNT ',rorÀr HyDRosrATrc pnessuir¡ (pascal),,,H1760 REM LPRINT "FLOW RÀTE (assumed) ¡iS/s",W'' -----' "'t770 REM LpRrNr "FLow RArE tcarcurat.åaiitg7"",wCtr,1780 REM LpRrNr ,'FLOW RÀrE THROUGH COii,ncion;lgls,,,[.¡cL'790 REM LPRINT'I REYNOLD NO. IN DOWN 

'OMER",RD-
18OO REM ].PRINT" REYNOLD NO. IN COr,iEõtNN",AC
1q10 R¡M LpRrNT" REYNOLD NO. rN RrsER- ,,,RR
I82O REM************************************************************
**********
1830 REM
1840 REM CalcuLating mass fLow rate by using theenergy balance
1850 REM at the coLl.ector1860 REM
1870 REM
*********:t*t*****************:r,t*****:r******it****!t***¡t*:t*****
******rt**
1880 rc = (T (6) +r (r2l I /21890 Tw = rC
1900 cosuB 2050
i.910 M(1)= ( (.'t25-5.3?*(T(6)-
T1 3)) /I (I4l ) *2.3419*r ,14ll / (cl.¡*1ooo* (r (12)-r (6) ) )I92O REM
* t * * :t * * * * * * * * ¡t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * !r * * * i * * * * * * * * * * :t * * * * * * * r( * * * * r( * **********
1930 REM
1940 REM- Comparlson mass f lor+ between the method ofenergy balance and
1950 REM
1960 REM
1910 R-EM

1980 PRINT'FLOW RÀTE (by energy1990 PRINT"FLOW RÀTE (by hydró-2000 ?(14) = 1119¡
2010 IF MM = 3 GOTO 2040
2020 MM = MM+1
2030 coTo 4?0
2040 ENÐ
2050 O=ThI+2'73.15
2060 r.F 0<273.15 THEN cOrO 33802010 rF 0>275 THEN GOTO 21402080 B1=0 :82=!
2090 B3=-.0012 :84=4.2I72100 B5=19.6 :86=1750
2LL0 B7=1 : 88=569
2720 89=.154 :CI=L2,99

total hydrostatlc pressure head

balance) ",M(1)
st.at i c head) ", W

** * * )t * * *** * i ** :t* * * ** * t ** * * * * * *,t * *** * * * i***i***** * t * * :t * * * * * * **********

: 01=O-273.15
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2L30 coTo 3320
?t40 rF 0>280 THEN coTo 22102150 B1=0 :E.2=I2160 B3=-.0026 tB4=4.2!I2L70 85=46 zB6=!6522180 B?=1.6 :88=5?4
?790 B9=.392 ¿Cr=r}.222200 coro 3320
??10 rF 0>285 THEN Goro 22802220 B1=0 :82=1
??30 B3=-.0018 :84=4.1982240 B5=39.4 ;¡.6=rA222250 B?=1. 6 :88=582
??60 B9=.29 :c1=10.262270 coro 3320
??80 rF 0>290 THEN Goro 23so2290 81=. 0002 .F.2=I2300 B3=-.001 :84=4.1892310 B5=29 z86=12252320 B?=1 ,6 :BB=590
?330 B9=.25 :C1=8.8100012340 coro 3320
?]50 rF 0>295 THEN coro 24202360 B1=. 0002 : 82=1 .00i.
??70 B3=-6.0000018-04:B4=4.184
2380 B5=24.2 :86=10802390 B7=1 .6 :88=5982400 B9=.188 :C1=7.562470 coro 3320
?4?0 rF 0>300 THEN GOro 24902430 B1=.0002 :82=1.0022440 B3=-.0004:B4=4.181
2450 B5=20.8 :86=9592460 B7=! .4 : B8=60 62410 B9=.158 tCI=6.622480 coro 3320
?!90 rF o>3os THEN coro 25602500 B1=.0004 :82=1.0032510 B3=-.0002284=4.Li9
2520 B5=1?.2 ;86=8552530 B7=1 .4 :88=6132540 B9=.126 :C1=5.832550 coTo 3320
2560 rF 0>310 THEN GOTO 26302570 81=.0004 :B2=1.005
2580 B3=0 :84=4.1?8
2590 B5=14 . I :86=1 692600 B7=1 .6 ¡88=6202610 B9=.116 :CI=S.22620 coTo 3320
2630 rF 0>315 THEN GOrO 27002640 B1=.0004 ¡82=1 .00?2650 83=.0002 :84=4.1?B2660 85=12.8 :86=695

tOI=O-275

:O1.=O-280

:O1=O-285

: O1=O-2 90

: O1=O-2 95

: O1=O-300

: O1=O-305
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26'7 0 B1=7 .2 : 88= 62 82680 89=.092 tCL=4.622690 coro 3320
2700 IF 0>320 THEN GOTO 277027I0 Bt.=.0004 :82=1.009
27 20 83=. 0002 tB4=4 .Ii 92'730 B5=10.8 ¡86=631
27 40 B'7=I .2 : 88=6342750 89=.0?B :C1=4.16
21 60 coTo 3320
2770 rF 0>325 THEN GOTO 28402780 B1=.0004 :82=1.0112190 83=,0004 :84=4.182800 85=9.8 :86=5??2810 B?=1 :88=6402820 89=. 0? rCI=3.'t j2830 coTo 3320
2840 rF 0>330 THEN GOTO 29102850 B1=6. 000001E-04 : B2=1 .0132860 83=.0004 zB4=4 .rB228't0 B5=7.8 :86=5282880 B7=1 :88=645
2890 89=. 054 :C!=3 .422900 coro 33202910 rF 0>335 THEN GOTO 29802920 B1=.0004 :82=1.0162930 83=.0004 :84=4.1842940 B5=7,2 :86=4892950 B7=L.2 :88=6502960 89=.054 : C1=3. 152970 coro 3320
2980 rF 0>340 THEN GOro 3o5o2990 B1=6.000001.8-04 ¡82=1 .0183000 83=.0004 :84=4.1863010 85=6.6 :86=453
3020 B7=.I :88=6563030 89=.044 :C1=2.883040 coro 3320
3050 rF 0>345 THEN GOTO 31203060 81=6.000001E-04 zB2=L,02r30?0 83=6.000001E-04 :84=4.1883080 85=6.2 :86=420
3090 B?=1.6 :88=660
3100 89=.042 :Ct=2,66
3110 coTo 3320
3120 rF o> 350 THEN coro 31903130 81=6.000001E-04 :E.2=r.0243140 B3=.0008 :84=4.191
3150 B5=4.8 :86=389
3160 B7=0 :88=668
31?0 B9=. 032 : C1=2.453180 coro 3320
3190 rF 0>355 THEN GOTO 32603200 B1=6.0000018-04 zB2=r.O2i

: 01=O-310

: 01=O- 31 5

: 01=O-320

:O1=O-325

:O1=O-330

: O1=O-335

: O1=O-34 0

: O1=O-345



3210 83=.0008 :84=4.1953220 B5=4.4 :86=3653230 B7=.6 :88=6683240 89=.03 zCI=2.293250 coTo 3320
1260 rF o>360 THEN GOTO 33803270 B1=.0008 :82=1.033280 83=.0008 :84=4.1993290 B5=3.8 ¡86=3433300 B7=. 6 :88=6?13310 B9=.024 zCL=2.r4
1l?9 Rw= (1/ ( (81*o1+82) *10^-3) 

)3330 Ct{ = B3*O1+84
1940 vw = (-85*o1+86)
3350 KW = 87*O1+BB
9360 PVI = (-89*01+C1)
3370 coro 3390
ll90 pRrNr "ERROR rN pROpERry LrMrrs,,3390 PRINT
34OO REM PRINT I'PROPERTIES OF LIQU]D WATER ÀT", TW+z-l 3. 15, "xnLvIN"3410 REM PRINT "Density ,', RWr ,'kgl¡^3", r, Specific ht.", CW, "kJ /kg. ¡1"
3420 REM PRINT "Viscosity * 10^6Conductivity ",KW, "W/m, K"-3430 REM PRINT .,Pr No. .,, Pw3440 REM pRINT "***B¡¡g¡i**1,¡¡5
TO PREDÍCT NUSSELT
REYNOLDS NUMBER IS LESS THÀN 1OOO
GREATER THÀN 2OOOOOO.,'
3450 RETURN
3460 FORI=tTO5
3470 r!1¡ = r(r)3480 GOSUB 2050
3490 Rw (r) = ¡¡43s00 vw(I) = (v¡¡/10"6)
3510 Cw(I) = (C¡4*1000)
12?o ww (r) = v (r) *cv| (r) *Rl.¡ (r)
3530 NEXT I
3540 z l]-t

: O1=O-350

3 OL=O-355

",VW, "N. s/m^2",i

PROGRÀM HÀS NO CORRELATIONS
NUMBER WHEN THE

ÀND WHEN

ITJl) .r (1) +l'lw (2) *r (21_+TI (3) *r (3) +wl.¡ (4) *r (4) +ww (s) *r (s)l99q z(2', = !{w(1)+hrr^r(2)+t{w(3)+$tw(¿)*nwlsl
3560 r(19) = z(t)/z(Zl
35?O RETURN
3580 INPUT "Àmbient temperature ",T(13)l9:9 Il!!9I lll"*perarure ar poinr 1 ? ";r(1)
1999 INPUT "Temperature at poinr 2 ? "',T(2,,
:919 IMSI llT"^perarure ar þoinr ¡ ã ,,, r r¡l
19<9 INPUT "Temperarure at poinr 4 ? "',,r (41
1q99 INPUT "Temperarure at þoinr S i ",rtsl
29!9 Iil!9I li1"*perarure in àown 

"o^è, ä,,,r(6)
i9:9 IwI 'lrç.perarure in riser ? ",r (r2tJb60 INPUT,'Solar intensity (instantaneous),,,T(15)
36?O RETURN
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Computer Program used in Experiment B

10 REM
***rt*i**********i*t***********t**********i*******i****i***¡t*
*******rt**È*

39 REM This program has been '¿ritten ín order to evaruàtemean tenperatures (computed and experirnental vatué¡) -";ã-ih.
Èhermosyphon mass flow rates t¡rrouäf:-iËe system ofExperiment B. The system confrigurá30 REM rion is sñown ín rig.a.à.40 REM
50 REM
*************t*******,t*rr:r********r()r*****,r***********r(:r*r(**:r*
it*)t*********

60 DIM
r (30) , DY (30) , Rw (30) ,yT flgl , ? !ggl , H (30) , c (30) ,v(1s) , M(s) , cl,¡ (30), Kt,¡(30) ,z(rl)',ww(3ôi70 MM = 0
80 DY (1) = .l-3546
90 DY(2) = .16086100 DY(3) = .16086110 DY(4) = .16096
120 DY(5) = .16086130 DY(6) = .16086140 DY(7) = .4954150 DY(8¡ = .2557160 DY(9) = .266i170 DY(10) = 2.0b'1 49180 DY(11) = .2621L5190 Dy(l2l = .262irS200 DY(13) = .2627152L0 DY (14) = .262'7tS220 DY(15) = .262ilS230 DY(16) = 2.62346240 D(6) = .01905
250 D(7) = .9695260 D(12) = .0190s210 el = 3
280 Lc = .42612
290 v(1) = 8.151001E-03
300 v(2) = 8.1510018-03
310 v(3) = 8.151001E-03
320 v(4) = 8.1s1001E-03
330 v(5) = 8.1s1001E-03
340 v(6) = 8.1510018-03
350 v(7) = ,066i2
360 v(8) = .043?8s
3?0 v(9) = .043785
380
IìEM**********rt*!t*****:r******rt**rt*i*****t*******rt*,t*******)t**
*tl****rt****tt
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390 REM
4OO REM
t emperåt,ure
410 REM
420
REMtt * * * * * * rt * * rr * * * :r * * * * i r * * * * * * * rr * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **rt*******:***
430 cosuB 33?0440 cosuB 35104s0 r(18) = r(23)
4q0 PRINT ,' Meân storage temperature at startingtlne", T (L8)
410 REM
**i* * ** * * * * * * rt * * * * * ** * * * ** * * * **** *** * * * * * * * * * * :t * *,t *** * * t * * :t *

480 REM
490 REM prediction of mean temperature by using energybalance nethod
5OO REM
510 REM
t*f*rr***************rrir:t*****rr)t¡t*t************)t*rr:r*)t*****r(:r**

520 cosuB 3370
!39 r(20) = 1.136-4199-JT(10)-r (17¡¡ ¡y(19))*(84?s.Os*r(19))540 T (2I) = 8451.504'tT (t'tl +875281.5,.T (i8)
99q r (221 = (r (20) +r (2rt ) / (8. s3739*10;5)560 REM New mean t.emp. (by energy nethod) = T (22)5?0 REM OId rnean temþ. = T(18)580 REM
***********tt******!r*******rt:r,r********i**********:r***,t****)r**

590 B-EM600 REM
expe r iment
6 ],0 REM
620 REM
***************************t********:t**:t*rr*,t***rt:t**rt:t*****t*

630 cosuB 3510
640 REM
********t*********************************************r(****rt

650 REM
660 REM Comparison of mean temperatures between byenergy baLance and
by experiment
670 REM
680 P.EM
**t**t***********i****t****t****i***i*****t**!ì**!t****a*****i

690 REM Otd mean temperature = T(1g)700 REM Nevr mean temperature (by energy balance) = I l2|l710 REM New mean temperarure (bi expeiiment) = T(23i

IniÈialization of mean storage

The evaluation of mean t,emperature by
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720 REM

730 REM
740 REM
hydrost at i c
750 REM
160 REM.I1O 

REM

Evaluating mass fLow rate by using t.otat

Pressure head

******************t*******t****t*it(**i*****É*t*********t****

?qq r(11) = r(10) + (r(16) - r(10))*1/10
7?9 r(12) = r(10) + (r(16) - r(1oii*3/10
909 r(13) = r(10) + (r(16) - ritoii*sZro
919 r(14) = r(10) + (r(16) - r(10))i?,/10820 T(15) = T(10) + (T(16) - r(10))*9/10830 FoRI=1TO16
840 rw = r(I)
850 GOSUB 1960q60 Rw(r) = ¡¡a
870 vw(I) = Vw,/10^6
880 H(I) = RW(I)'t9.810001'rDy(r)
890 NEXT I
900 H = H (1) +H (2) +H (3) +H (4) +H (5) +H {6) +H (7) +H (8) +H (9) +H (10) _
H ( 11) -H (I2' -H ( 13) -H ( 14 ) -H (15) -H (16)
910 t.lc = w/10
9?9 RR = (4*w) / (vl{ (16) *D (12) *3.141592)
?30 RD = (4*I,Ù) / (V¡v(10)'tD (6) *3. t4¡5g2l
?!0 RC = (4*wC) / (\,¡9{ (15) *D 17¡ *3 .L4l5g2l950 IF RR<2OOO THEN GOTO 990960 tF RR>4000 THEN GOTO 1o1o970 FR = .0243+(3.85*RR/10^6)
980 coro 1190
990 FR = 64lRR
1000 coTo 1190
1010 FR = .316/RR
1020 coro 1190
1O3O IF RD <2OOO THEN GOTO 1O7O
1O4O IF RD>4OOO THEN GOTO 1O9O
1050 FD = .0243+ (3.85*RD,/10^6)
1060 GOTO 1210
1070 FD = 64,/RD
1080 GOTO 1210
1090 FD = .316/RD
1100 GOTO 1210
1110 rF RC<2000 THEN GOTO 1150
1120 rF RC>4000 THEN GOTO 11?0
1130 FC = .0243+ (3.85*RC,/10^6)
1140 coro 1230
1150 FC = 64/RC
1160 coro 1230
11?0 FC = .316/RC
r.180 coro 1230
1190 A = (FR*DY (L6, ) / (D (12¡ *¡¡a (16) * (3.141593,* (D (r2) ^Z) / 4\ "2)
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1200 coTo 1030
1?19 ! : (FD'iDY ,11)) / (D(6)*Rw(10)',(3.141s93,r(D(6)^2) /4t ^2t1220 GOTO 1110
1230 FOR I = 1l- TO 15
l?_49 c(r) = (Fc*Lc) / (o(tl *RW(r) * (3.141593* (D(j)"2,) /4,t"2,)1250 NEXT I
l?90^ 2 = A+B+C (11) +C (12) +c (13) +c (14) +c (ls)
l?79 9\ = (.?8) /(nw11s¡ * (s.r¿rsgii.ôiéds^zl /4) ^2,)1280 G2 = (FD*13*.02s) /(Rw(10) * (3.1¡isé- t.ôrgôs;ät /4¡"2¡
1??9 99 = (.1e36)/(lI(io)-i:.i¿isó;l.oisee"zi iû;zi-. -,
1300 c4 = (!'D*f,Q* .O?st / (Rwi19¡ - tã.r,iisõ- (.ors88i2t',/4t^2)
1ll9 99 = (.3713) / (Rvt(10). i¡.i¿i5ó; i.õisds"zi /4r;2i -' -'
1l?q c6 = (!Ç*gQ* .o?1\ / tirw iroi; rã. iiiiõ. (. o0bs^2) i4 "zt1330 c? = (re*sQ* .o??t / (Rw i16i . ia. i¡iãõ. i. oogs"ãi / ai "ai1340 cB = (FR*30*.o2st / inwirei- iã:i¡isé. (.02s4^2i /4i"ai
1199 9? = (.604e)/(R9|(16)*i¡.iaisgii.óigds^zi tal^zi' -'
1l!9 {1 = (1.563) / (Rw(16)'r (3.141sei i.ólzt"zt /a¡;r¡'
!170^ !2 = (7) / (Rw 11¡ r, (3.141se* (.012ì;,1 / 4t;2i1380 E = D+G1+G2+G3+c4+cs+G6+it+cA*cõ*.Tr*.tZ
1390 lvcÀL = (2*H/E) ^ (.5)
7400 z = (WCAL - w)/w
1410 Y = ÀBS(z)
!420 rî Y<(.01) THEN GOTO 1460
1430 w = w - ((w-I{cAI,)/2)
1440 coro 910
1450 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * sHowING THE RESULTS*********************
1460 FOR I =1 ro 16
1470 PRINT
1480 PRINT
14 90 PRINT "POINT NO.'" I
1500 PRINT "TEMP. (C) 

"T(r)1510 PRINT "DENSITy (kglm^3) ", RW (I)
1520 pRrNr "vrscosrry iH.s,tm^21,,.rñr(r)
1530 NEXT I
1540 REM PRINT
1550 REM PRINT
1560 PRINT "TOTÀI, HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE (pascat),,,H
1570 REM PRINT "FLOW RÀTE (assumeO);fõls",w
1580 REM PRINT nFl.,ovt RATE (cal-curatå¿Í!igis,,, vtCÀ.L1590 REM pRrNT "FLOW RÀTE THROUG¡i Coliedionrjcg/s,,,lvc
1600 REM PRINT" REYNOLD NO. IN DOWN COMER",RD-1610 REM PRINT" REYNOLD NO. IN COLLECIER',, RC1620 REM PRINTÍ REYNOLD NO. IN RISER ',,N¡1630 REM LPRINT "TOTÀL HYDROSTÀTIC pRESSURE (pascal),,,H
1640 REM LPRINT "FLOW RATE (assumed) ;kg/s,',y1 -

1650 REM LPRTNT "FLow RÀTE (ca:.curai,ê¿íik97",,,wCer,
1660 REM LPRTNT xFLOVt RÀTE ÎHROUGH COr,íecion;[9/"i,wc
16?0 REM LPRINT'' REYNOLD NO. IN DOWN Cõ¡,ER',,RD-
1680 REM LPRINT" REYNOLD NO. IN COLLECiER",RC
1690 REM LPRTNT" REYNOLD NO. IN RISER ",RR1?00
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1?10 REM
1720 REM
ba l ance
1?30 REM
1740 REM
* * * :r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * :r * * *,t * * * I * * :t * * * * * rt * rt * * * * * * :t * **********
1199 rc = (r(10) +r(r6t) /21760 Tt^¡ = TC
1??0 cosuB 1960
:199. 14l1) = (.736_4. e8* (r (10) _

i.lå3,, 
/r (re) ) * (2. 34rs*,r ifòl i 7 (clr*1ooo* (r (16) _r (10) ) )

REM* * * * * * i * * * ¡t * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * !t * * * * I * * * * * * * * * * * * * **************
18OO REM

l91i_ryY Comparison of mass ftow rares berlreen rhe methodot energy balance
19?9 REM and total hydrosraric pressure head1830 REM
1840
IìEMrt:t****rt****tr:r*********:r*!r*r(rt**r*r******!i**************i**
**rt:t****!t**rt*rr

energy bal-ance) ,"M(1)
static pressure head) ,',W'

(enersy baLance) 
":",iiäl(experÍment) " ,T (23)

Calculating mass flow by using energy

1850 PRINT "Mass flow rate (by
1860 PRINT "Mass fÌow rate (by
18?O PRINT
1880 PRINT"OId mean temperature
18 90 PRINT,'New rnean temþeraturã
-1?99 !RINT"NeW mean remþerarure
1910 r(18) = r(23)
L920 IE MM = 3 GOTO 19SO
1930 MM = MM+l
1940 coro 520
1950 END
1960 O = Tvt +273.15
i?lg rF 0<273.1s rHEN coro 32901?q0 tF o>2?5 THEN GOro 2oso
1990 B1=0 :F.2=L
2000 B3=-.0012 :84=4.2Lj
2010 B5=19.6 :86=1750
2020 B7=t :88=569
2030 89=.154 ¿CL=L2.99
2040 coTo 3230
?950 rF 0>280 THEN coro 2120
2060 B1=0 :82=1
2070 B3=-. 0026 :84=4.2tI
2080 85=46 z96=t652
2090 B7=1 .6 :BB=5?4
2100 B9=.392 zC1=I2.22
2110 GOTO 3230
?r?0 rF o>28s THEN GOTO 2190
2130 BL=0 tB2=!
2140 B3=-.0018 :84=4.198
2150 85=39.4 z86=!422

:01=O-273,15

: O1=O-275
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2160 B7=1.6 :88=582
2110 B9=.29 :C1=10.26
2180 coro 3230
2190 rF 0>290 THEN 3OTO 2260
2200 BI=.0002 tB2=L
22t0 B3=-.001 :84=4.189
2220 85=29 :86=L225
2230 B7=t,6 :88=590
2240 89=.25 :C1=8.810001
2250 coro 3230
2260 rE 0>295 THEN GOTO 2330
2210 B7=.0002 :82=1.001
2280 B3=-6,0000018-04 :84=4. 184
2290 B5=24.2 :86=1080
2300 B7=1.6 :88=598
2310 B9=.188 :C1=7.56
2320 GOTO 3230
2330 rF 0>300 rHEN GOrO 24oO
2340 B1=.0002 ;B2=I .002
2350 B3=-.0004 :84=4. 181
2360 B5=20.8 :86=959
2370 B'1=L.4 :88=606
2380 89=.158 zC!=6.62
2390 coTo 3230
2400 IF 0>305 THEN GOTO 24?O
2410 B1=.0004 :82=1.003
2420 B3=-. 0002 :84=4.I7 9
2430 B5=71 ,2 :86=855
2440 B7=L.4 :88=613
2450 B9=.L26 :C1=5.83
2460 coro 3230
24't0 rF 0>310 THEN GOTO 2540
2480 B1=.0004 :82=1.005
2490 B3=0 :84=4.1?8
2500 B5=14.8 :86=?69
2510 B?=1,6 :88=620
2520 B9=.116 :C1=5.2
2530 GOTO 3230
2540 rF 0>315 THEN GOTO 2610
2550 81=.0004 :82=1 .007
2560 B3=.0002 :84=4.178
2570 B5=L2.8 :86=695
2580 B1=I .2 :88=628
2590 89=.092 :CL=A,62
2600 GOTO 3230
2670 ÎF 0>320 ÎHEN GOTO 2680
2620 BI=.0004 :82=1 .009
2630 B3=.0002 :84=4.L't9
2640 85=10.8 :86=631
2650 B7=t.2 :B8=634
2660 B9=.078 :C1=4.16
2670 coro 3230
2680 rF 0>325 THEN GOTO 2?50
2690 B1=.0004 :82=1.011

:O1=O-280

:O1=O-285

: O1=O-290

:O1=O-295

: O1=O-300

:O1=O-305

: O1=O-310

: OL=O-315
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2700 83=.0004 :84=4.18
2710 B5=9,8 zB6=577
2720 B7=I :88=640
2730 89=.07 :C1=3.?7
2740 coTo 3230
2?50 rF 0>330 THEN GOTO 2820
21 60 Bt=6.000001E-04 :B2=1 .013
2770 83=.0004 lB4=4,L82
2?80 B5=?.8 :86=528
2790 B7=L 188=645
2800 89=.054 :CI=3.42
2810 GOTO 3230
2820 r.E 0>335 THEN GOTO 2890
2830 81=.0004 :82=1.016
2840 B3=.0004 rB4=4.184
285Q B5='7.2 :86=489
2860 B'ì=ï.2 :88=650
2870 B9=. 054 : C1=3. 15
2880 coro 3230
2890 rF 0>340 THEN GOTO 2960
2900 81=6.000001E-04 :82=1.018
2910 83=.0004 :84=4.186
2920 B5=6.6 :86=453
2930 B7=.8 :88=656
2940 B9=.044 :C1=2.88
2950 coro 3230
2960 rF 0>345 THEN GOTO 3o3o
2970 BL=6.000001E-04 zB2=r,O2L
2980 B3=6.0000018-04 :84=4 .188
2990 85=6.2 zB6=420
3000 B7=1 .6 :88=660
3010 89=. 042 :C!=2.66
3020 coro 3230
3030 rF o> 350 THEN GOTO 31oO
3040 81=6. 000001E-04 zB2=! .024
3050 83=.0008 :84=4.191
3060 B5=4.8 :86=389
3070 B?=0 :88=668
3080 89=.032 :C1=2.45
3090 coro 3230
3100 rF 0>355 THEN GOTO 31?O
3110 81=6.000001E-04 tB2=r.02i
3120 83=.0008 :84=4,195
3130 B5=4.4 :86=365
3140 B7=. 6 :88=668
3150 B9=.03 :CL=2.29
3160 coTo 3230
3170 rF 0>360 THEN GOTO 3290
3180 81=.0008 :B2=1 .03
3190 83=.0008 :84=4.199
3200 B5=3.8 :86=343
3210 B?=.6 :88=6?1
3220 B9=,024 tC:-=2.I4
3230 R!v= (1/ ( (81*O1+82) *10^-3) 

)

:O1=O-320

: O1=O-325

r O1=O-33 0

:O1=O-335

:01=O-340

: O1=O-345

: 01=O-350

: O1=O-355



3240 Cw = B3iO1+84
3250 Vw = (-85*O1+86)
3260 KW = 87 *O 1+B 8
3270 PW= (-89*O1+C1)
3280 coro 3300
3290 PRINT ''ERROR IN PROPERTY LIM]TS,
33OO PRINT
3310 REM PRINT "PROPERTIES OF LIQUID WÀTER AT
", 1tÍ+27 3, 15, "xELVIN"
3320 REM PRINT "Density ",RWr "kg,r¡^3rr, r' Specific ht.
"r Cvt, ,'kJlkg.¡"
3330 REM PRINT "Viscosity * 10^6 ",VW, "N.s/m;2", "Conductivlty ", Ktt, "W/m. Xn
3340 REM PRINT ''Pr No. '',Pw3350 REM PRINT ''*'r*EEJì6¡it**,¡¡15 PROGRÀM HÀS NO CORRELATIONSTO PREDICT NUSSELÎ NUMBER WHEN THE REYNOLDS NUMBER IS LE'STHÀN 1OOO ÀND WHEN GREATER TH.ê,N 2OOOOOO."
3360 RETURN
33?0 INPUT "Ànbient tenperature ",T(1?)
llq9 iNfur "remperarure ar poinr 1 ? ";r(1)
1l?9 INIUT "remperature ar Þoinr 2 ? "',r (2\
1199 lryfur "remperarure at boinr 3 ? ";r(3)
1119 I¡!!9T "renperarure ar poinr 4 ? "',r(41
l1?9 Illfyr "remperarure ar Þoinr s ? ";r(s)
:1?9 I¡lfgT "renperarure ar poinr 6 ? ,,;r(6)
3440 INPUT "Temperature at Þoint. 7 ? "',T (jt
1199 lllluT "remperarure ar ¡oinr I ? ";r(8)1199 IIIqT "remperarure ar boinr e ? ";r(e)
l_4]g INIUT ,'Temperarure ln äown co^.. â ,,, T (10)
3480 INPUT "Temperature in riser Z ;,rit|l3490 INPUT ,'So1ar lntensity (instantåneåus) ,,,T(19)
35OO RETURN
3510FORI=1TO9
3520 T!{ = T(I)
3530 cosuB 1960
3540 Rw(I) = Rw
3550 vw(I) = vwl10^6
3560 Cw(I) = ç¡,¡'t1gqg
3570 ww(r) = v (I ) *R¡a ( r ) i6w ( r )
3580 NEXT I
3s90 z(1) =
ww (1) *r (1) +ww (2) *r (21 +!! (3) *r (3) +ww (4 ) *r (4) +ww (5) *r (5) +wvt (6)*T (6) + wW (z¡ *1. (?) +ww (8) *T (B) +wÌv f gi;i tii -
3600 z(21 =
hlw (1) +ww (2) +m.¡ (3) +!vw14) +m{ (5) +ww (6) +ww (7) +vm (8) +!{w (9)
3610 r (23) = z(1) /zl2)
3620 RETURN
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Appendix D

Free (Natural) Convection Flow
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Free Convection Florv*

ln forced convection flow, the fluid flow originates due ¡o the extemal forcing

condition. For example, fluid motion may be induced by a fan or pump, or it may result

from propulsion of the solid to the fluid.

Consider situations for which there is no forced velocity, yet convection cu¡rents exist

with in the fluid. Such situations are referred to as free or natural convection, and they

originate when a body force acts on a fluid in which there a¡e density gradients. The net

effect is a buoyancy force, which induces the free convection cuûents. ln the most

conunon case, the density is due to a temperature gradient, and the body force is due to

the gravitational field.

Since free convection flow velocities are generally much smaller than those associated

with forced convection, the corresponding convection transfer rate are also smaller. But

in many systems involving multimode heat transfer effects, free convection may provide

the la¡gest resistance to heat transfer and therefore plays an important role in the design

or performance of the system.

Physical Considerations.

In free convection fluid motion is due to the buoyancy forces within the fluid, which

in forced convection is externaìly imposed. Buoyancy is due to the combined presence of

a fluid density gradient and a body force, usually gravitational. There a¡e also several

ways in which a mass density gradient may arise in a fluid, but for the most conunon

situation it is due to the presence of a temperature, generally decreasing (due to fluid

expansion) with increasing temperature (àp /òT < 0 ).

In this section we focus on free convection problems in which the density gradient is

due to a temperature gradient and the body force is gravitational. Note, however, that the

presence of a fluid density gradient in the $avitational field does not ensure the existence

of free convection currents. Consider the condition in Fig. D1, a fluid is enclosed by two
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large, horizontal plates of different temperâlures ( T, É Tz ). In case (a) the temperature of

the lower plate exceeds that of the upper plate, and the density decreases in the direction

of gravitational fo¡ce. This condition is unstable, and free convection currents must exist.

The gravitational force on the dense fluid in the upper layer exceeds that acting on the

lighter fluid in the lower layers, and the designated circulation partern rrill exist. The

heavie¡ fluid will descend, being warmed in the process, while the lighter fluid will rise,

cooling as it moves. However, this condition does not characterize case (b), for which

T¡ > T2 and the density no longer decreases in the di¡ection of gravitational force.

Conditions are now stable, and there is no bulk fluid motion. In case (a) heat transfer

occurs from the bottom to the top surface by free convection; for case (b) heat transfer

(from top to bottom) occurs by conduction.

Free convection flow may be classified according to whether the flow is bounded by a

surface. In the absence of an adjoining surface, free boundary flows associated with fluid

rising from a submerged heat object. Consider the hear wire of Fig.D2 (a) which is

immersed in a¡ extensive, quiescent fluid. Fluid that is heated by the wire rises due to a

buoyancy force, entraining fluid from the quiescenr region. Although the width of the

plume increases with distance from the wire, the plume itself will eventually dissipate as

a result of viscous effects and a reduction in the buoyancy force caused by cooling of the

fiuid in the plume. The distinction berween a plume and a buoyancy jet is generally made

on the bâsis of initial fluid velocity. This velocity is zero for the plume, but fînite for the

buoyancy jet. Fig.D2 (b) shows a heated fluid being discharged as a horizontal jet inro a

quiescent medium of lower temperature, The vertical motion that thejet begins to assume

is due to the buoyancy force.

* Incropera, D.W., " Fundamental of Heat and Mass Transfer, " John Wiley & Sons,2nd

Ed:, 1981.
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Fig.Dl Conditions in fluid between large horizontal plates at different temperatures.
Case (a), unstable temperature gradient. Case (b) stâble temperature gradient.
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Fig'D2 Buoyancy-driven free boundary layer flows in an extensive, quiescent medium.
(a) Plume formation above a heated wire. (b) Buoyancy jet associated with aheated discharge.
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